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Malice 
Roscoe, 
center,  
enjoys
 lunch in 
the Dining 
Commons  
with  
Presidential
 
Intern 
Dwayne
 Hearn 
and  Susan 
Hansen,  director
 of Housing 
at SJSU. 
Benefits
 for 
partners
 
not  
in 
CSU
 
plan
 
Sivertsen,
 
Caret  
support
 change 
to 
allow 'unconventional'
 coverage 
By 
Melanie  lialangue 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
Why doesn't 
San Jose 
State 
University or the Caliiiirnia 
State  
University system
 extend i I ri r benefit 
packages to employ 
ees in "unconvention 
at families"? That
 is 
the 
question  being 
pondered  by 
CSl 
employees. 
"It's because
 
they're bigots," said 
Wiggsy Sivertsen.
 
counselor
 
for  
5151
 
counseling  services 
Some of SJ.SI.
 
employees' health 
benefits are covered 
under
 Public  
Employer
 Retirement 
Systems. According to 
Sivertsen, 
PERS 
defines health benefits for traditional 
families  a man 
and his wife, not 
between two people of the same sex 
"... they 
refused  to 
seek proactive 
ways to get 
changes in the 
legislation."
 
 Wiggsy 
Sivertsen,
 
counselor
 
hiurnalisi
 
"domestic partners" AS Ail emotional,  
or any other non
--traditional
 family 
unit. 
"The Board of Trustees says that 
they are unable to provide health ben 
dirt
 tilt, ii
 as inedisal and dental cov-
erage under PERS for 
people in same -sex 
relationships," 
Sivertsen
 said. "When 
we offered them the 
possibility of other 
plans or the availabili-
ty of other
 alterna-
tives, or when 
we
 
offered them 
the
 
pot 
sibility of providing 
vision care for domes-
tic partners as a way 
to
 begin, they refused 
to seek proactive  ways 
to get changes in the 
legislation." 
The National 
Lesbian and Ciay 
Association defines 
See 
Partners, page 4 
City 
irons 
out 
pot  
club regulations
 
By Terri
 K. Milner 
Spartan  Daily Staff 
Writer
 
AS 
the 
itv 111 S.111
 
list-
 And
 Santa 
Clara ( :minty dm 
its
 legis 
Winn, 
history
 is 
being made 
Proposition
 216, 
voted  
into  
California  law in November, permit 
fed the use of
 
maripiiats.i 
for
 
medic  mal 
purposeS SUCII as alleviating the pain 
of AIDS. glaucoma and ritically 
ill 
iatients, as well as 
stimulating the 
appetite 
of cancer sufferers 
The 
Santa Clara 
Comity Medical 
Cannabis (:Itib, A non 
profit
 organi-
tat ion. and 
Robert  Niswonger, an 
independent
 distributor, IA under 
the city of San  Jose's uirisdic
 t ion and 
are in operation. Anoilier business,
 
Rainbow
 
Smoke  
Shop,
 is
 
tout 
tiered
 
part 
of 
Santa Clara ( 011111 y And is 
waiting for the green 
light  to
 if
marijuana. 
Meanwhile, San
 Jose and Santa 
Clara
 County are tackling how to 
implement
 
the 
issue 
into everyday 
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Profile  
on
 the 
new 
Giants'
 radio
 
broadcaster,
 
Bay 
Area 
native  
Jon Miller 
By James S. Gunsalue 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
The search for
 a new vice president of Student 
Affairs drew closer to an end 
Tuesday
 as Monica 
Rascoe,
 the last candidate for the position,
 visited 
campus and spoke
 at an open forum. 
Currently Rascoe holds
 
the
 position of vice 
president for Student Affairs at State University of 
New York, Old 
Westbury.
 
Asked about why she wanted the job at SJSU 
she stated that to truly
 answer the question it is 
important to address why 
she is leaving her current 
job. 
"The president I am 
now working under in 
New York, and have worked
 under for many years 
now, has announced her retirement. 
And as with 
many administrative
 bodies, when a new president 
takes office he or she will often appoint new peo-
ple to 
administrative  positions like mine," she said. 
"I like my position in New York and San
 Jose 
State has a this 
position open," Rasco said. "I 
would like to be the 
one to fill it." 
The candidate appointed to the 
position  will sit 
on three boards when in office: Student Union, 
Spartan Shops and the Foundation Board. These 
duties are a point of concern 
for the Associated 
Students since the vice president position often 
acts as a mediator between these organizations and 
the student body. 
"My function as mediator is a collaborative
 
one. In this position I would like to establish a col-
laborative 
environment between all the organiza-
tions I will be working with. It's critical that we all 
work together. By doing so it will optimize what
 
we 
all 
can get done," [(mem said. 
Associated Students
 President Jerry Simmons 
said with acting Vice President St. Saffold, there 
has been "mutual  ignoring without animosity." 
"The Associated Students' relationship with the 
current 
vice  president has been a disappointing
 
one."  Simmons 
said.  "We have 
only had two 
meetings 
with
 hint in the 
past  two years." 
While 
on
 the topic of mediation
 and represen-
tation Rascoe also 
addressed
 campus climate. 
"To do the job 
well it's important to 
address  
campus issues 
and the people affected
 by them 
from a 
community angle 
and  make the idea of 
community
 a priority on 
campus,"  Rascoe said. 
"From the data I've 
looked at, San Jose State 
is a 
distinctive
 one considering the 
amount  of students 
who commute
 to school and its students
 diversity 
in both age and culture." 
She added that from her 
experience  the con-
flicts that do arise from diversity are often
 a prod-
uct of cultures 
existing  together without A 
power 
structure. To solve 
these conflicts those in the 
position  need to be operative and 
action oriented. 
"Student affairs 
isn't a desk job," 
Rascoe  said, 
"You have got to be 
out  there with students if you 
want to avoid these types of problems." 
RAGE,
 
RACE  
8, 
RENEWAL:  
lIVE
 
YEARS AF TER 
IEEE L.A. 
RIOTS  
Child
 
of the
 
riots 
By Devin 
Fehely 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
( IARDENA,
 CALIF.  
LTessica
 
Jones  bears the 
scars  of the 
199)
 
L.A. riots. 
On the second 
day of the riots, A 
bullet rifled 
through Elvira 
Evers'  belly, hitting 
the  arm of her 
unborn 
child. Jessica's story 
made headlines  an 
exam 
pie of the riot's 
horrors.  Today, on her 
Fifth birthday. 
she is a sign 
of its healing 
wounds.
 
A lot has improved 
for Jessica since the 
evening her 
mother walked 
into the emergency room
 at St. Francis 
Medical
 Center, 
bleeding  
from her 
belly.  Evers has 
moved
 from the area 
where  the WAS 
shot, a 
weed -choked 
street  in 
Compton where 
drug  
deals 
and  
drive-bys
 wen-
conttitan.
 
"II 
was  
really
 terrible
 
The 
people 
there  didn't
 
appreciate
 MC," 
Evers' 
brother,  
Caesar,  Said
 of 
the  area 
where 
the  
shoot-
ing 
occurred.  "Em 
glad 
my 
sister 
riuwed
 from 
that 
neighborhood."
 
tier new 
apartment
 
. 
omplex  in ( 
iardena.
 
t MI 
sits  
atop  a 
parking
 
garage 
high 
above  
the
 
hustle and
 bustle 
of the 
Jessica's mother 
,i Ret 
lidow. The
 tall 
slink°
 walls that surround 
the complex are the 
color  of 
brown  
eggshells.
 
lessis a has 
blossomed
 here like a hot-
house 
flower. 
his place is a 
hundred
 
times 
better than where
 I 
used 10 llye..111C
 
III,Ill l' SI.111011 
IS
 .4, 
MSS 
I IR. 
street." 
Evers  
said. 
PHOTO BY DAVID LUCHANSKY  Spartan Daily 
In the 
afternoon,
 the ap.mment 
complex swells 
with  
Elvin Even, 
right,
 was shot 
while  pregnant 
with  daughter, 
Jessica Jones, 
her "miracle baby," 
See 
Jessica,
 
page
 
5 
during
 the 1992 
L.A.
 riots. 
Jessica  was 
born 
with  a bullet in her arm five years ago today. 
"This place is 
a hundred
 
times better 
than 
where 
used  to 
live.  
The police 
station
 is 
across  the 
street." 
 
Elvira 
Evers,
 
Riot's
 
rage  
felt
 
in San 
Jose  
. 
 
By Mark theldr1 
Spartan !huh Staff Writer 
, 
SPARTAN DAILY FILE PHOTO 
A large group of 
people  
gathered  near the San 
Jose  
federal building the night rioting began 
Fires. Riming. Looting Violence. 
I tampers 
flared 
April  .''). I992
 as the 
.us 
plittal  
of
 lour 
01
 the beat-
ing of black motorist Itodney King Sent 
shmkwaves itt siiilence through 1.0% 
Angeles. A ripple of violent reached 
some
 .i50 miles north,  to the u anvils of 
S.411
 just. ',Lite 
U1111,f,11%*
 
"We 
sr 
needed 
10 
Mille all 01 
the
 
Ininoriiies
 over 
Ille 
!Moque  in I 
cis 
Arigcles."
 SISIl graduate  I Ingo 
Moreno
 
said On the first evening of the riots, 
SiSI!
 students gathered at foe West I Lill 
Int a peatelni protcsi Against the yeah( I. 
the 
protest.  orgaillied
 
hy Striving 
Hl,ut k 
Brothers
 Sisters  And Stirdents 
United  
lug ALtessible Edlication. began around 
10:30 p in And Attracted Alunit 200
 
pro 
pie. A diant of 
"Ni, putt 
u. 110 peace" 
could he heard, and sonic protesters bud 
tiled 
together.
 trying lo sel 
.1 
ilag on 
lire.  
Seal( 
( /h, former 
president  
if'the
 sant 
See San 
Jose,  page 5 
-  
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OPINION  
Wdnsday,
 
April
 30, 1997 
San Jose 
State
 University
 SPARTAN
 
DAILY 
Program 
Board's  budget 
should
 not be cut; 
preserve
 
culture
 
at
 
SJSU
 
Sometimes
 college newspapers and stu-
dent 
governments  disagree. Nothing 
new here. 
Most of the time the differences
 
are over 
relatively
 minor issues that really don't have 
an affect on the student 
population.  
We don't 
want to just say the A.S. execu-
tive branch is wrong; we want to convince 
them of the importance of
 
the Program 
Board. 
Jerry Simmons, if you
 are still reading the 
Spartan Daily, listen to a voice of reason. 
Do not cut the Program Board's budget. 
Without the kind of concerts. lectures and 
cultural activities the Program Board can 
provide. SJSU will slide even closer to
 
the 
kind 
of university that just doesn't matter. 
Maybe its just a coincidence that the 
same day the
 A.S. decides whether to destroy 
the Program Board's 
ability  to bring cultural 
activities to campus we have Ben Harper on 
campus. 
Actually, this is a reason 
why  the A.S. 
should increase the 
board's funding. 
Allow the board to go 
out and at least 
have a prayer of bringing in some 
well-
known
 local bands
 for concerts or local 
authors to lecture.  
Skyrocketing  
prices  
rob
 cinema 
lovers
 
/love
 almost everything about summer: the long, 
glori-
,ffis stretches of beautiful weather; the freedom of 
ignoring any and all schoolwork; the over -rated, over -
hyped but irresistible summer blockbusters. 
These are the things
 that make summer worth living. 
But because of a frugal streak in my nature, I may be 
denied
 one of my great loves. 
_ I can't seem to loosen the iron grip on my wallet to 
shell  out the skyrocketing prices movie theaters demand 
for everything from admission to Ju Ju Bees, and it's get-
ting worse all the 
time.  
A movie theater in New York recently
 announced 
plans to raise ticket prices to $9 to capitalize on the
 sum-
mer movie season, and 
where New York goes, the rest of 
the  country 
follows. 
I refuse to 
surrender my 
hard-earned cash just to spend 
two 
hours  in what is essentially 
an over
-sized,
 under -heated 
roach motel. 
What else do you 
call a win-
dowless, rectangular
 room with 
a viewing hole on one end and 
a sticky floor? 
And forget about 
popcorn
 
or soda or anything else to 
make your movie experience 
comfortable or enjoyable. 
Prices 
at the food conces-
sions are going
 up and  portion sizes down. 
The last time I got popcorn at 
the movies, it CAMP in 
this pathetic little bag not 
much bigger than my hand. 
When I worked summers at Marine 
World  
Africa/LISA during 
high school, it cost the park approxi-
mately five cents for every 
soda  it served. 
The most it could be 
costing  theaters to pour me my 
medium 
Cherry  Coke is 15 cents. So please, explain to 
mc why I end 
up paying 
$3.25. 
It's not 
just  movie theaters, either. I've heard a 22 
no. 
beer (probably Budweiser 
or Coors) costs $5.50 at 3Com 
Park. That's the cost of an entire six pack 
from a grocery 
store. 
To
 
make matters worse, 
according  to KCBS, the park 
was allowed to raise its 
prices if it also increased serving 
sizes. But the old, smaller cups had continued to 
be used. 
The park will sell hot dogs and sodas for a dollar the 
first two weekends in May to make amends for the mis-
take.  
I understand there is a margin of overhead involved in 
iunning any business, and above all, movie theaters are 
businesses, but I 
can't  figure slut exactly what our money 
pays for. 
The low -maintenance theater 
of today is not like the 
legendary movie houses of the early part of the century. 
I 1shers no longer patrol the aisles with flashlights in 
hand, searching
 ()tit transgressors throwing 
popcorn,  
talking too loud and putting their feet on the Seals in 
from of them. 
Theaters MT in 
shambles  with sticky floors and dis-
carded food containers scattered everywhere.. 
Theater employees aren't particularly 
expensive,  
either. For the most part, 
they earn minimum wage. 
So.  I 
figure
 I can do one of two things: I can keep my 
mouth shut and pay the theater's
 outrageous prices, or I 
can do 
without. 
I can feel the withdrawal 
happentng  already. 
WRITER'S 
FORUM  
By Kiln 
Skolnick 
Kim  Skolnick It a Spartan Daily Staff Writer. 
Editorial
 
In the past, the board has been able to 
host bands like 1I2 and comedians like 
Richard 
Pryor. 
If the board's funding is 
cut, we will be 
lucky to see campus crooner Dale Chan ser-
enading students 
out on the plaza. 
To hurt the campus climate by killing 
the  
Program Board's
 funding is bad enough, but
 
to turn around and give 
the  A.S. president A 
200 percent raise is unconscionable. 
And to add a 
$54,000
 assistant to the 
executive 
director 
position  
 something
 
that
 has never
 been needed
 before  
is even 
more questionable. 
Simmons
 and the
 A.S. 
Board  of 
Directors  
should  heed 
our words
 at least
 once 
before  
the 
year 
ends: Don't
 cut 
the  
Program
 
Board's 
funding. 
Life 
won't  be the 
same
 if we do.
 
If 
A.S. 
President-elect
 Jeffrey 
Batuhan 
and the
 SJSU 
Party  want to 
begin his 
term 
free of the 
stigma that
 has plagued 
the cur-
rent
 
administration,  
they
 need to 
convince 
the current
 officers 
to kill the
 plans 
to
 raise 
the president's
 salary. 
If 
they 
can't,
 the 
SJSU 
Party 
should 
reverse 
the 
raise 
and 
refund 
the 
Program
 
Board  
next 
year. 
If 
they  
don't,  
the 
SJSU
 Parry will 
just 
prove
 that 
they 
are 
indeed  
the 
self-serving
 
people  
others 
have 
portrayed
 
them
 to 
be. 
All we 
can do 
now 
is
 watch 
and 
hope  
that
 
the 
SJSU 
community 
realizes
 that 
without
 a 
Program
 
Board,  
there 
will  be 
no 
more
 free 
A.S.  
sponsored  
lectures
 or 
concerts.
 
There 
will  be 
little or 
no 
cultural  
activity  
directed
 to 
students,
 and 
SJSU  
will  take 
another  
giant  
leap
 into the
 realm 
of 
universi-
ties 
that don't
 matter. 
Daily  
riot  coverage 
appropriate
 
"Rion are 
the  voices of the 
unheard"  
 Martin Luther 
King
 Jr. 
Ao;
 
of people 
have
 given me a 
hard 
time the 
last
 
few weeks. 
It
 all started 
cry innocently 
during
 Spring Break. 
I thought
 I had a great
 idea for a 
series of 
stories for 
the  Spartan Daily.
 The idea was a 
serious  examination
 of California
  Los 
Angeles in 
particular  five years
 after the 
LA. riots. 
Immediately 
following 
my
 idea, I 
thought, is this 
just
 a story I want, 
or
 is this 
something 
that really has 
relevance  to the 
San 
Jose State University
 campus? I felt this 
story had 
relevance. After 
discussing
 the idea with some
 
of the other
 editors on staff,
 we came to the
 conclusion 
that this would be 
a great project for 
the paper. 
However, many 
people
 felt otherwise; 
not  so much for 
the
 news value of 
critically  examining 
what   if anything 
has changed
 in California in 
the last five years,
 but 
over the sense of 
safety  and importance 
to Spartan Daily 
readers. 
I share all of the 
same concerns, 
because,  
lion
 have 
read 
stories
 and seen pictures
 about Southern 
California and the
 
horrors
 that people live 
with day to day. I'm 
not from that 
area,  but I know how 
people in impoverished
 communities 
live, and 
know many art 
not  there by choice.
 
The 
hard part of having
 that prejudiced 
view was 
pulling 
mysellaway  from that 
long
 enough to know 
that 
this WAS an 
opportunity  to tell 
stories
 of hope, as 
opposed
 
to the stories 
of
 despair that ar so 
prevalent in the 
media.
 
Oftentimes, people
 in the mainstream
 press have 
a 
tendency  to report 
stories
 they feel have a 
certain amount 
of news
 value. They feel
 that unless it has
 a specific time-
liness,
 it doesn't deserve
 coverage. I am 
also  a victim of 
this 
type
 of 
thinking,
 though I try 
not to be. 
That is 
all the more reason why 
we
 have decided to do 
the series before 
you, "Rage, RACC & 
Renewal: five years 
after the 
1..A. riots." After 
looking  at the coverage
 of sev-
eral papers in the Bay Arcs,
 I feel very confident
 that ours 
is 
some of
 
the most 
extensive  coverage 
of
 the effects of the 
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L.A. riots five
 years later. 
Does
 this mean the Spartan Daily 
was way off base? Quite the contrary. I 
think  we
 might actually be ahead of the 
game.  Having grown up around
 newspa-
pers and always 
knowing  that I 
wanted
 
to be a member of the
 media, I have 
very
 
strong views 
about media 
responsibility.
 
And if our 
four -day series on the 
riots  
can touch 
even  a small amount of 
our  
readets and 
help
 them become more
 
aware about the riots and, more 
impor-
tantly,
 how to avoid them again, 
then
 we 
have done our job. 
As Or,
 King said. "Riots are the 
voic-
es of the unheard," and sometimes,
 alternative publica-
tions are the vehicle  for the unheard
 to voice its problems, 
because those
 problems oftentimes get
 overlooked.
 If we 
don't closely
 look at the riots  and its 
effect on California,
 
we are 
setting ourselves up to repeat the problems of the 
past. 
Oppressed  people will not stay 
oppressed
 for long, 
and ignoring their problems will only Add fuel to the fire. 
Monday,  70 students at the University of California, 
Berkeley were pepper -sprayed and dubbed by police after 
refusing to disperse after protesting Proposition 209. It 
was only fitting that the police officers acted the way they 
did the day before the fifth anniversary of the L.A. rebel-
lion. The
 police have never acted kindly to people of 
color, and 
Monday's actions were just another notch on 
the belt of America's 
officers sworn to protect and serve 
the public. 
One of the wonderful things about 
history is learning 
from it. If you read Our series, you will 
see  that many pen. 
plc feel 
we haven't learned a thing, and 
are  destined to 
repeat what happened five, short years ago. 
The media have
 
done a good job in 
making  the coun-
try forget all about the 
reasons
 behind the riots, and the
 
rebuilding that was supposed
 to follow. I am very proud 
to say thc Spartan 
Daily  did not. 
Opinion page
 
policies
 
Headers
 are
 encouraged to 
express themselves on the ()pinton  
page with a letter to the Editor or 
Campus Viewpoint 
A letter to the &lam 
is a
 
21111. 
wordresponse  to an issue or point 
of view that
 has appeared in 
the 
Spartan
 Daily 
A Campus Viewpoint is a tr.O. 
word 
essay
 on current 
campus.
 
111011i1C1411 001.11 lance,
 
Submissions become the proper 
ty of the Spartan Daily and may be 
Irilted for clarity, grammar, libel 
tool length Submissions 
must  
contain the
 siathor's
 
name, 
address, phone 
number,
 signa-
ture and niMor.
 
SW.1114.1141, 
may  he pot in the 
letters to the 
Editor  hos at the 
Spartan !tally office in Dwight 
Rental Hall Itimm 2rei.
 sent by fax
 
to 408, 92432.17 or mailed
 to the 
Spartan 
Sicily
 Opinion Editor, 
School 
of Journalism and 
Mass
 
Comniunicationt  San Jose State 
University, One Washington 
Square, San Jost, ('A 9:4192-0149 
Editorials are written by, and 
are the conennus of, the 
Spartan [hilly editors, Abs
 the 
oust!. 
robliahed opinwriv tool Aver-
bsements 
do
 not necessanly reflect 
the VICWI, Of the Spartan lholy, the
 
School of 
Journalism
 .ind Mate 
Communications  or SJSU 
I any
 
lee is the Spartan 
Daily Executive Editor.
 
His column
 appears every Wednesday.
 
Religion
 
should
 
be
 
a 
personal
 
choice
 
Sming
 at home 
on a peaceful
 and serene
 Sunday, 
you can think
 of nothing
 that would 
ruin your 
day.  
Suddenly,  
you hear 
a knock 
at
 the door.
 
Thinking 
it's probably 
some charming
 Girl 
Scout  
selling Thin 
Mints or your
 newspaper 
boy  collecting 
his 
payment, you 
go to the 
door  and 
answer
 it. You 
hear,  
"Hello, my name
 is Stan. I 
would  like to tell 
you  a little 
about  my 
religous
 beliefs 
...  " 
How do 
you feel now? 
Do
 you run from 
the door 
screaming,
 or do you stop 
to listen? If 
you're
 like most 
people, 
you  politely 
decline  their 
requests  to talk 
and
 
shut the door, 
attempting  to 
resume
 your relaxing 
after-
noon without
 pondering the 
mysteries  of life and 
death.
 
Religious 
proselytizers,  
sometimes
 referred to as 
. recruiters, 
have  become more 
visible. Some say
 their 
increased presence
 can be 
attributed
 to Americans who
 
have
 fallen away from tradi-
tional religions, 
searching  for 
something new to fill perceived 
spiritual 
voids. 
These religious campaign-
ers have their Bible verses or 
other pseudo -religious garbage 
memorized perfectly, with 
answers to any question one 
might pose. They are also usu-
ally very friendly, too friendly 
sometimes. Often recruitees wonder
 about their true 
motives. Are these people trying to bring others to 
enlightenment
 or a better way of life, or are they just try-
ing to rack up brownie points with whomever for bring 
ing in a few more lost souls with big pocketbooks? 
According to 1996 
statistics,
 160 million Americans 
claim affiliation with a religious group. This 63 
percent 
of the U.S. population seems to be comfortable enough 
with their beliefs to claim adherence 
to
 their denomina-
tion.
 So, 
why  don't we 
have  160 
million 
proselytezcrs
 
walking the street of this country? 
The reason
 we don't have everyone and their broth-
er recruiting their friends and 
neighbors
 into their 
church or group is 
most people think religion is a per-
sonal 
lifestyle
 choice. I heartily subscribe to this notion 
and have become irritated with those who actively
 
recruit for their religion, whether it be 
Christian,  non-
Christian or anything
 considered remotely spiritual. 
As a person who claims adherence to a religion. I feel
 
- comfortable talking about my beliefs if asked or if I am 
in a situation with someone that I have a personal rela-
tionship with. However, I 
don't  feel  comfortable shov-
ing my opinions about God and the afterlife 
on
 those 
uncomfortable with the subject or 
who,  quite frankly, 
those
 who just don't care. 
I am also 
disheartened
 by stories of friends 
and  
acquaintances about how they were 
turned  off to reli-
gion because someone
 told them they were going to 
hell  
or the like. One of my 
best friends would not even
 
entertain the idea of 
going to any church 
after  bring 
condemned 
by
 close-minded Christians
 on several occa-
sions.
 Only after recently
 coming in contact
 with more 
moderate  religious persons 
has  he slowly opened his 
mind. This pleases
 me a great deal. 
I would 
like everyone to 
have A personal
 relationship 
with
 God and feel
 secure with 
their  religious 
beliefs,  but 
I 
am
 not about 
to shove my 
beliefs on 
others  just 
because
 they are 
comfortable  for me. A 
friend of mine 
said,
 "People don't 
care how much
 you know 
until  they 
know  how 
much
 you Care." 
Nothing could
 make more 
sense
 to me. I'll 
show people
 how much 
I care about
 
them 
first. Sharing
 religious 
beliefs  can come
 later. 
WRITER'S  FORUM 
By Kimberly 
Lamke 
Kimberly  lamke  to
 a Spartan 
Daily Stall 
Writer  
SJSU 
Greeks  
a strong 
asset 
to
 
community
 
Why.
 when 1111: 
( 
system is 
mentioned 
in 
the Spartan 
Daily  it 
is almost
 
always  Ill A 
negative
 
light? 
If by 
some
 chance 
there is 
something positive
 reported, it is 
said only 
in passing. 
Examples of.  this 
negative  and 
slanderous publicity include: 
A 
Phi Delta Theta rush event 
was 
labeled as 
hating event; Beta 
'Fheta l'i WAS accused by your 
parr of having a tradition of 
racism based 
upon  an incident at 
another 
one  of their chapters: and
 
Sigma
 Chi was wrongly accused 
of 
copyright  
infringement  in 
their Derby 
Days  fliers. 
No 
apology was 
made  by the 
Daily in 
regard  to any of these 
Mistakes.  't hen in 
Thursday's 
issue, 
Dustin  Shekell  decides 
to 
blast  the entire system 
based  
upon 
his experience with 
one  
Greek house.
 
'the 
truth is the 5151.' Greek 
community 
is a strong asset to 
the community. As a whole,  we
 
no longer 
fall into the image 1:m-
ated  by movies such as "Animal 
Campus Viewpoint 
My house, 
Kappa Sigma, 
has 
observed  
dry rush since 
the  policy 
was  
introduced
 
...  
House" and 
"Revenge  of the 
Nerds."
 Alcohol  problems are not 
as 
rampant as Mr. Shekell would 
have situ
 believe. 
My house, 
Kappa  Sigma, has 
observed
 dry  
rush
 since the poli-
cy was
 introduced into the sys-
tem. 'Iwo 
other houses, 
Phi 
Delta 
Theta  and Sigma Nu, are
 
in the 
process
 of phasing 
alcohol
 
out 
entirely
 and will be alcohol. 
free houses 
by the year 2000. 
Fraternities and sororities
 
are 
a major 
contributor  in time and 
money  to several 
charitable orga-
nizations, some 
of
 which
 
are the 
I lemt
 pilau,. 
Society,
 
the Second 
Harvest 
Food 
Bank, the 
American  
Cancer  
Society,
 
the 
National  
Center  for
 Child 
Abuse,  
the Special
 Olympics 
and  
the
 
National  
Arthritis 
Foundation.
 
As far as hazing 
goes. every 
IFC 
or 
Panhdlinic
 
organization  
has  a ban 
on hazing.
 
If 
hazing
 is 
suspected,  
in every 
pledge/new
 
member  
manual,  
it
 is 
said 
to call 
the 
national
 
organiza-
tion,
 and 
it gives 
the  phone
 num-
ber. 
If indeed
 Mr. 
Shekell
 did 
suffer  what
 
he did,
 he 
should
 call 
the 
national
 
organization
 
of
 that 
fraternity.
 Reports
 of 
hazing  are
 
dealt
 with 
seriously  
and  discipli-
nary 
actions 
Are always
 intro-
duced,  
which  can 
include 
the 
national 
pulling 
of
 that 
chapter  
off of the 
campus.
 
I 
would  like 
to ask 
you not 
to 
believe  all that
 you read. 
The 
Greek 
system 
is an 
inte-
gral 
part of 
this  campus
 and 
com-
munity. 
'rim 
Motoh  
Civil  
Engineering
 
4, 
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Music 
presents
 benefit concert 
Saxophonist -composer red Ho and
 the World 
Repertory Ensemble will be performing at 8 p.m. in 
the Concert Hall 
tonight. Voluntary donations of
 
$2 
will 
benefit
 The Shelter Next Door, a refuge for bat-
tered women and their children. For more informa-
tion, call 924-4660. 
Andy W. Ho 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
 
SJSU professor reads his work 
Dr. Randall C. Jimenez, a member of SJSU's 
Mexican American Studies department, will be read-
ing from his recently published book Voices Of 
Matatlan at the Chicano Library Resource Center. 
The reading will 
be taking place at the Walquist 
Library North
 room 307, 
between  1:30 
and 
3:30  
this upcoming Thursday. Dr. Jimenez will be avail-
able for book signings and questions immediately 
after his 
readings. 
Dr. Jimenez co-authored the book with Felix 
Garcia
 Jr., who was a former chair of the Mexican 
American 
Studies program at 
SJSU.  
The  book is fiction based upon fact. Many of the 
stories
 
are very 
similiar to 
the 
experiences  
which Dr. 
Jimenez has brought to 
his  classroom. 
The  main character of the book is a boy who is 
struggling with the teachings of his Mexican  parents 
and the 
American 
society.  
 I4c Ribirro 
Spartan Daily
 Staff Writer 
Reach out
 and sing 
.1 he Asian American Christian Fellowship will 
host outreach speaker, Sandi Lou, today at 7:30 p.m. 
The meeting will include Christian singing 
and dis-
cussion about outreach through song. For
 more
 
information, contact Cindy at 278-1948. 
Ben Harper in the ballroom with 
All Kahn 
Doors
 open
 at 7 p.m. for the eclectic sounds of 
Ben Harper and opening act Ali Kahn in the Student 
Union Ballroom. Student tickets are $14 at the door 
and $15 for the general public. Tickets can be pur-
chased at BASS outlets and the 
A.S. Business Office. 
For more information, call the events line at 924-
6261. 
Annual Muslims' festival 
'Die Muslim 
Students
 Association will hold its 
annual festival today from noon to 2 p.m. in BC 
311. For more information, page Wali at 
305-2080. 
Free pizza, fund raising 
.1 he Indian Student Association will
 
be meeting 
for fund raising and free pizza today 
in the Student 
Union Costanoan Room at 12:30 
p.m.  For 
more
 
information, contact Rakash at 559-7928. 
Library holds book sale 
l'he library Donations and Sales Unit will be 
holding their ongoing book sale today from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. in the Donations and Sales
 Unit in 
Wahlquist North Room 408 and (lark Library's 
lobby. For 
more  information, contact the acquisi-
tions department at 924-2705. 
Black
 graduation
 meeting 
Ihr Black Graduation Committee
 for 1997 will 
be 
holding a general meeting 
today  and every 
Wednesday at 7 
p.m.  in BC 101. For more 
informa-
tion, call 
924-7915
 
Are you as 
compassionate  as 
God?  
I he Episcopal 
Canterbury
 Community is hosting 
a dinner and discussion called, 
"Be compassionate as 
God is compassionate," from 5:30 p.m.
 to 7 p.m. in 
BC 281. For more information, contact Anna at 
293-2401.  
Student galleries and art 
exhibits 
The School id Art and Design will continue its 
showing of student art today through May 2 in 
Galleries Two, Three, Five, Eight and Herbert 
Sanders. For more information, call the Gallery 
Office at 
924-4330. 
Join
 daily Mass 
I he Catholic 
Campus  Ministry will be holding 
daily Mass from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the 
John XXIII Center, across from the SJSU Theatre. 
For more information, contact Ginny at 924-1610. 
Advertising career day 
I lie Adsertising lub will hold its first
 Career 
Day today from 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. in Allen Hall,  
across the street 
from
 Robert's Bookstore.
 For more 
information. 
contact  Carissa Brayman at 
257-1746.
 
Test 
your  body fat 
For only $5.00. the Department
 of Nutrition and 
Food Service 
will
 be testing people's body fat 
from
 
1:30 
p.m.  to 3 p.m. today in CCB 
103. For more 
information. contact Kim Roth at 924-3110. 
Stay in S.T.E.P. with 
Shakespeare 
1 he School louring Ensemble
 Program will be 
presenting  Romeo anti Juliet today at 
12:30  p.m. in 
HGH 103 - Hal r 
Fodd  'Theatre. For 
more
 informa-
tion. call Buddy
 Ruttier at 924-4664. 
Be 
healthy
 
I he 
leer
 Health
 Educa* - 
and  American 
Cancer Society
 is hosting the 
"Eat
 right nutrition 
campaign" from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
in the Art Quad 
today, Thursday 
and Friday. For
 more information,
 
contact 
Amy Ambrozik, 
peer health 
educator,
 at 
924-6136.
 
Compiled by 
James S. Gunsalus 
Spartan  Daily Staff Writer 
Texas 
separatists
 
still
 
holed  up 
in mountains 
FORT DAVIS, Texas (AP)  
Armored vehicles moved in Tuesday 
to reinforce police as 
they surrounded 
armed and defiant members of a 
Texas secessionist
 group holed up in a 
sprawling mountain 
community.  
At the same time, a 
lawyer
 for the 
group's
 leader, Richard 
McLaren,  said 
negotiations to 
end  the standoff 
were
 
making progress.  
Members of the group
 calling itself 
Republic of 
Texas  have been 
in the 
thinly settled Davis
 Mountains Resort 
community  since 
taking  two residents 
hostage 
Sunday  and 
demanding  the 
freedom 
of
 two arrested 
comrades. 
The 
hostages  were 
released  early 
Monday 
when the 
government 
allowed one 
of the two 
separatists  to 
return to 
his colleagues. 
At midday 
today, the 
force of at 
least 75 
state  and federal 
agents  ring-
ing the 
settlement  were
 joined by two 
military-style 
armored personnel
 car-
riers borrowed
 from the 
Smith  
County
 sheriffs department
 at Tyler 
more than 500 
miles away. 
At the 
same
 time, McLaren's 
lawyer, Terry 
O'Rourke,
 said tele-
phone negotiations with the group 
made him hopeful the situation could 
be ended peacefully
 today. 
"It's not going to end 
in the next 
10 minutes, and it 
could  be several 
hours. But this could get done 
today," 
said O'Rourke, who 
described 
McLaren
 as "clear, confi-
dent and clever." 
Hours earlier, O'Rourke had said 
he was concerned about getting his 
client out 
alive.  He said the group was 
well -armed and 
prepared  to fight. 
O'Rourke
 also said the govern-
ment had warrants for
 
the 
arrest  of 
McLaren, the self-styled 
"ambas-
sador" of one faction
 of the group. 
"If they attempt 
to  execute those 
warrants he will likely be killed," 
O'Rourke said. 
"Nobody
 wants another Waco," 
O'Rourke said,
 referring to the 1993 
federal
 siege of the Branch Davidian 
compound  outside 
Waco. 
O'Rourke said 
McLaren  retained 
him 
on
 Monday, but he 
has known 
the man for at 
least  four years. He 
called McLaren an 
environmentalist,  
saying 
he
 opposed federal 
environ-
mental regulations
 but had developed
 
"quite 
innovative"
 alternative 
propos-
als  to protect wildlife 
and the land. 
Earlier, Mike Cox, 
spokesman
 for 
the 
state Department 
of Public 
Safety, said 
negotiations  were cordial, 
with  topics ranging 
from political 
philosophy to the 
weather.  
Within  hours of that 
statement,  
and before 
O'Rourke's midday 
com-
ments,
 Mcl.aren issued 
his own, 
interpreting 
the FBI proposals 
as 
demands for 
surrender.  
"Mr. 
McLaren
 states that 
they
 
have no 
intention of surrendering 
 
they're 
only  interested in 
getting  the 
foreign  agents off of 
"rettas
 soil," the 
statement
 read. 
About  10 Republic 
members  were 
believed  to he 
entrenched  in the 
rugged 6,000 -acre community, locat-
ed 175 miles southeast of El 
Paso. 
The New 
York Times reported today
 
that state officials said 
they  did not 
know the exact number and could not 
rule out the 
possibility  that there were 
children at the 
"embassy,"  McLaren's 
ramshackle trailer 
in the develop-
ment. 
As many 
as
 80 residents of the area 
were urged 
to leave, but no one was 
considered to be in danger. 
Six Republic members were 
charged Monday with engaging in 
organized criminal activity, a first -
degree felony. 
Cox said three also 
were
 charged 
with aggravated kidnap-
ping for Sunday's
 hostage -taking that 
led to
 
the standoff.
 
Members held Joe and Margaret 
Ann 
Rowe hostage for 12 hours, 
demanding
 the release of two jailed 
comrades
 and a referendum on Texas 
independence.  The Rowcs were 
exchanged for Ruben Scheidt, identi-
fied as the Republic's "captain of the 
embassy  guard," who 
was arrested 
Sunday on 
weapons
 violations. He 
has 
since joined the three 
people who 
took the Rowes
 hostage. 
'Hie group also
 demanded the 
release 
of
 Jo Ann Canady Turner, but 
she remained in custody after her 
arrest in Austin last week on two con-
tempt charges. 
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SAN 
JOSE  STATE GRADS, START YOUR
 
CAREER
 
WITH ENTERPRISE RENT -A -CAR 
When you think about your future 
and where you want to begin 
your career, 
consider
 Enterprise
 Rent-A-Car, the 81 Recruiter Of 
College Grads
 in the United States. 
We are one 
of the largest privately held 
companies,  growing
 20401/4  
per
 year, 
with
 continued growth
 locally and 
worldwide  So It you 
are a hard 
working,  
entrepreneurial individual
 and you want  
virtually  
limitless
 opportunities,  
ewer your career to Enterprise
 
Enterpnie
 proudly
 int 
'Tony  BAIL Angelo Leber,  
(Not 
pictured)  i(x,tt Fre 
Wren 
Kimura, Dougla, 
Darin 
Janitz.  Gregory f 
 he 
following  recent graduates from
 SJSU: (Left 
toRight)  
Varni, 
Jeff Soares, 
Barbara
 Corley, Greg 
PAcChensey.
 
Elizabeth Laederich,
 Pamela Nagar, 
hill. 
--rcinieg. 
ard, 
Mark Matias,
 
Fahimeh
 Sahebalzar ,riy, 
Gina Bilich, 
4. Ronald 
Henares,  and
 
Eric
 
Valet',  
-IgitnterPriSe 
11011 
hi/P/D/V
 
We 
are 
currently 
seeking
 
MANAGEMENT  TRAINEES 
If you are 
sur ress
 driven and 
have a 
BA/BS  
degree,  there may 
be a place
 
for  
you on 
our tUdru mi
 
elicit  
communication,
 strong sales,
 customer service
 and 
leadership
 
skills are 
required.
 
At 
Enterprise,
 you'll experience 
a challenging,
 
supportive  work 
atmosphere
 
that
 
encourages and 
rewards achievement. Our policy of 
promoting  
from 
within  means 
more
 
opportunities
 of 
achievement
 for self -motivated employees
 who meet or exceed 
performance
 standards.
 Competitive salaries,
 an 
excellent  
benef
 its package
 and 
a fast track training program into management are offered. 
San Jose
 State Grads 
Our San lose State Grads come from many degree backgrounds
 They hold 
various positions at Enterprise-FtentA-Car, from Management Trainees to 
Regional  VP 
and 
beyond.
 
If you are ready
 to 
begin  a career,
 
send
 your resume to: 
Enterprise
 
RentA-Car,
 Attn: 
HR
 
Recruiting 
Manager  
226 
Airport  
Parkway,  Suite 600, San 
Jose,
 
(A,
 95110 
Call: (408) 467-1300, Fax: (408) 467-1331 
Visit 
our 
WebSite:
 
http://swiAveraccoui
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Partners
 
continued from page 
1 
physical and financial commit-
ment between two 
adults  who 
choose to live together
 in marriage 
or cannot marry
 legally. 
Colleen Bentley -Adler, director 
of public 
affairs
 for the CSU 
Chancellor's Office said that the 
system
 has not formally adopted a 
domestic partners plan for 
the  
CSU system. 
"The 
issue
 is a 
bargainable 
issue,
 but it hasn't been brought 
up," 
Bentley -Adler said. 
"Wiggsy 
Sivensen has been the
 only person 
that has voiced her 
opinion  to the 
Board of 
Trustees." 
SJSU has
 riot yet adopted a 
plan to extend its 
health benefits 
to 
those  employees living 
with  
domestic 
partners  or lining 
in 
"unconventional" types 
of
 families 
(those living 
with uncles, aun is, 
cousins and so forth).
 
SJSU President Robert
 Caret 
said he fully sup-
ports the idea of 
adopting
 a 
domestic 
part-
ners benefits 
plan for all its 
employees.  
"I'm a strong 
advocate
 for a 
domestic bene-
fits plan for life 
partners and 
tin co riven t ion al 
families,"
 Caret 
said. "I think 
the 
world has 
changed 
and  I 
feel that the 
burea 
11C racy 
needs to 
change  
"I'm a 
strong 
advocate for a 
domestic
 
benefits 
plan for 
life partners and 
unconventional  
families." 
 Robert Caret, 
university president 
24 well, and I'm 
very open to forwarding that plan.
 
But, the board feels that there are 
legal constraints
 pertaining to this 
issue, unable to move forward. 
The (Board) feels that right now 
isn't the right
 ii roe
 to pursue this 
issue. Others,
 like myself, have 
pushed for this issue." 
Sivertsen said she believes that 
although Caret genuinely wants to 
push for domestic benefits, he is 
powerless to do anything about it. 
"Unfintunately, the policies
 of 
the system are made by the Board 
of Trustees," 
Sivertsen
 said. "The 
presidents are then required like 
children to step in line and 
follow 
what the board decides." 
University of California and 
community college campuses have 
not completely 
implemented
 
plans to stretch mit and extend its 
hands to all employees.
 
Rick Malaspina, a UC 
spokesman, said that there have 
been many legal constraints block-
ing the issue from 
being  imple-
mented into the 
system. 
"The 1.1C system
 has not yet 
discussed the issue formally," 
Malaspina said. "But, 
the issue 
may be 
brought
 up %min at a 
Board or Regents meeting. There 
has been serious discussion about 
legal issues and how
 state law will 
come into effect." 
University  of California, Irvine 
has formalized a policy
 to provide 
"soft" benefits for domestic part-
ners.
 Some examples of "soft" 
benefits include: 
 reduced fees for recreation 
classes 
 discounts on 
for athletic events 
 
access  to Employee Assistance 
Programs and UC1 library
 cards 
 the Career 
Partners Program 
(assistance 
in identifying job 
opportunities for 
partners  of 
newly 
recruited
 faculty or staff 
transferring fronn other areas). 
In a January 
15 statement, 
UCI
 Chancellor Laurel 
L. 
Wilkening said the formalized 
"soft" perks 
do not extend to other 
benefits such as medical insurance
 
and the VC Retirement 
Plan 
(both plans fall 
under  the jurisdic-
tion 
of the LiC Office of the 
President and the UC Regents). 
"The extension of 'soft' bene-
fits is in accord 
with our
 com-
mitment to sup-
port all members 
of the 
campus 
community 
who 
work, 
live, study 
and teach at 
UCI, 
regardless  
of sexual orienta-
tion," Wilkening
 
said. "The prac-
tice of extending 
benefits
 
to 
domestic part-
ners has become 
a common trend 
among employ-
ers 
throughout 
the  nation. We 
season tickets 
see it as another 
way of becoming
 more competi-
tive in the marketplace and 
attracting the best minds to UCI." 
In July 1993, the 
Foothill -Dc 
Aries Community College District 
extended their benefits to 
"bona  
fide domestic partners" for  district 
employees
 over the age of 18, but 
only if the employee
 is not legally 
allowed to 
wed  its the state in 
which they live. 
According to the Foothill -De 
Anza information sheet, the bene-
fits include medical,
 dental, pre-
scription drug and vision. The 
benefits, however, do not 
include  
disability 
insurance,  life Insurance, 
retirement medical 
insurance and 
other benefits not 
listed.
 
The 
National
 Lesbian and Gay 
Journalist 
Association said that 
most employees who live with 
domestic 
partners or who live in 
U 
nconventional 
families  are not 
offered the vs Me benefits 
as those 
who live in more traditional
 types 
of settings. 
In a 1996 press 
release by the 
National 
Lesbian
 and Gay 
Association, more than 100 
employers
 are now extending 
medical benefits to domestic part-
ners of their employees.
 The num-
ber 
of companies providing 
such 
benefits
 has risen from 20 employ-
ers a few years ago. 
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that we should have 
done things dif-
ferently, we want to 
make  sure we're 
doing  it right now," said Michelle 
McGurk, an aide to 
District  6 
Councilman 
Frank Fiscalini. "We 
want to start out 
with
 strong ordi-
nances and good
 positions." 
The city has
 decided that 
distribu-
tors of 
medicinal
 marijuana must 
be 
500  feet from 
schools and 
day-care  
facilities. 
"We 
support what has been
 done 
so far and 
understand  it, but 
I have 
my concerns," 
said Peter Baez, 
the 
cannabis club's 
executive director. 
"Liquor stores only 
have a 300 -foot 
buffer zone,
 and when this 
legislation 
was 
initially proposed,
 a cannabis 
clubs would 
only had to have been 
150 feet from 
schools and day-care
 
facilities. But 
then (District 3 
Councilman 
David)  Pandori  had to 
say something about 
it,  and Fiscalini 
agreed.
 So now it's 500 
feet."  
This increased 
buffer  zone appears
 
to be what people
 living in the com-
munity want,
 city officials
 said. 
"There have
 been cases in the
 dis-
trict 
where  residents
 would prefer
 the 
300 -foot 
buffer
 zone for 
liquor stores 
to be larger," 
McGurk said. 
"Our 
office 
has received 
a large 
number
 of 
calls from 
constituents  
who  are wor-
ried about the 
marijuana  issue. The 
council 
just
 wants the 
proper
 controls 
to be applied
 and to be 
reasonable 
and  
rational."
 
But 
another  of the 
city's  legislation 
is
 not being viewed
 in that vein. 
"They've prohibited
 home -deliv-
ery 
distribution  and 
that
 bothers me," 
Baez said. "We
 have a blind, 
elderly
 
lady
 who has no 
family and can't
 
drive 
and calls us 
daily begging 
for 
marijuana that
 her doctor 
prescribed  
for
 her. But 
we
 can't do 
anything  
about 
that.  It seems
 unfair." 
The county, 
which  conducts 
weekly meetings 
discussing  pot regu-
lation, has 
not yet to 
come
 to any 
conclusions.  
"They're not 
sure how to 
control
 
it," 
said Susie Andrews,
 owner of the 
Rainbow
 Smoke Shop. 
"Prop.  215 is 
pretty open and 
doesn't  really stipu-
late
 much. San Jose is 
setting up the  
criteria  for the rest of the 
country."
 
Rainbow Smoke 
Shop, operated 
by Andrews for
 more than two years, 
has [teen in existence
 for 22 years and 
was approved by Santa Clara County 
to distribute medicinal marijuana 
timr weeks ago, bin 
has yet to 40 so. 
"The West San 
Carlos Street 
Business 
Association  is attempting 
to
 
get a unanimous
 vote to block 
me,  
even though I have 
the  approval of 
the county," 
Andrews  said. 
Rainbow Smoke 
Shop,  located on 
West 
San Carlos Street, is 
directly 
across 
the street from 
Lou's  Village, a 
restaurant
 owned by 
Tins  Muller, 
who is also the 
president  of the 
busi-
ness 
association.  
"I'd like the 
county
 to adopt the 
same 
code
 requirements 
that the city 
has 
adopted,"  Muller 
said. "It's 
catch -22 
because we 
don't  want to 
inhibit personal
 freedom, but 
we're  
also concerned 
about  the impact on 
the 
business  area and 
keeping  a posi-
tive 
image  of West San 
Carlos Street. 
A head shop 
distributing  111,111111Arla 
just doesn't 
seem
 prudent." 
Andrews 
disagrees,  though she's 
being cautious 
in
 her cities'. 
"But I'm not sure how to proceed.
 
I've been 
footing the bill for 
every-
thing that's 
beers  done 
Si'
 far and I 
have 
everything  to lose." 
Andra
 ws  
said, referring to a newly,mistrusted 
PHOTO BY 
MAX  BECHERER
  Spartan
 Daily 
Susie Andrews, owner of the Rainbow Smoke shop, sits in the newly paved and painted parking lot in front of the 
entrance of her soon to open Cannabis Club. 
hiask 1110111 111 WIliC11 she wants to 
begin distributing marijuana. "It 
seems like a smoke shop selling 
smoke 
goes hand in hand." 
Baea, who began distribution but 
has  yet to receive an answer about his 
application submitted 
April  9 for the 
special -use permit
 required by the 
city, is frustrated
 that going through 
the channels 
is taking so 
long.  
"I don't want
 to 
break  the 
rules,  
but l'us 
not going to 
Walt 10reVer," 
Baez Saud. "It takes a 101
 10 WOrk with  
the city, and I don't mind 
it. But I 
feel like 
nothing
 is being chine " 
Not everyone is W10111
 
11g within 
the guidelines set by 
the sins-, however. 
Robert Niswonger is distributing 
marijuana out of his Race Si rcei home 
and beileyes WILII Ile IS doing is legal. 
'In this "tinny, we have the free-
dom of choice of medicine and reli-
gion
 And the voters passed 
Prop.
 
)i Niswonger mid. "To nuke me 
stop 
would  be 
stomping titn 
our 
Lonstittitional rights. The council, 
the mayor Mill this, 111(.1 01 police are 
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 9.15S3 
all involved its organized crime 
against the people of 
California
 
because they 
don't  want cannabis sold 
out in residential Areas." 
Although he has riot applied for the 
proper permits because Inc says they 
don't apply to hon. Niswonger
 
bias 
encountered no 
hassles with the law. 
"Of course I haven't had any 
prob-
lems with the police," Niswonger 
said. "Anyone who  keeps
 
me
 from
 
doing this is 
breaking  the law." 
Not everyone agrees, however. 
"Niswonger is operating out of his 
house illegally, and nothing is (iappen-
ing to 111M," Bae7 Said. "I'll abide by 
the 
u mina's
 
rules. Into
 they need
 
to 
work inc I Mink they're 
trying,
 
but dim's' re 
new
 
ti This. And so are we. 
111.11 we know what we're doing." 
Although 
Nissvonger
 has not been 
bothered 
by
 
the 
pm 
'Is
 
Baez 
and 
Andrews have been working with the 
authorities  
11w cops have as 
['tally
 been pretty 
cool, 
and
 
I taint complain," Andrews 
said. Fhey've dropped in to see what's 
up. They're 
making sure 
they dot all 
their I's
 .111d cross 
all their 
es."  
Sgt. Scott 
Savage,
 from 
narcotic  
and
 mvert operations
 in the San 
Jose 
Poll,. I 
)epartmettt,
 has 
been  dealing 
direLtly
 with forming
 the policy 
regarding
 the sale of cannabis. 
"My job is to implement Prop. 
215 
in a lawful fashion to establish
 
the distribution of medicinal marijua-
na as nutted in by the voters," 
Savage
 
said.  "What Niswonger is doing is 
illegal. But the problem here is that
 
there is no model to work Irons. 
It's 
just a 
I/1.01k LAI1VaS, and 
we're doing 
the best t 
hat  we Carl." 
1.111% 
is
 Itist the 
kind of 
thinking 
en' 
Is' 
Bar/
 
.11,- 
%..1111% 111(111% 
having  to 
It mull clic SHIT!, 
Whell II MI 
be 
laced 
with 
who
 
knots,  
what."  
KW/ 
%all]  "We're making
 histiirs. by rept 
Wing  and 
allowing
 medic itn.ul 
man - 
111.111.1  (110 
H111111011,  .111(1 
We kflOW 
111.11.  
It's a new 
area, and 
we're  taking 
and  
polite
 and 
colon
 ifs 
advice.  
And we'll 
keep giving
 diens 
Iions 
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San 
Jose: Protests  
turn
 
into
 
violent
 
outburst 
1. 
II 
Above: 
Students  
returned  
to Joe 
West 
Hall  
around
 2 
a.m. the 
night 
rioting
 began
 
to 
find two 
windows  
smashed. 
SPARTAN  
ONLY
 
FILE 
PHOTO  
Right: A man 
walks  by 
Hank 
Coca's  Downtown 
Furniture at 
the corner of 
Third and Santa
 Clara 
streets
 in downtown
 San 
Jose. 
During
 the 1992 
riots  
the store 
sustained  $8,000 
worth of 
damage 
following
 
the 
Rodney King decision
 
when pieces 
of
 concrete 
were
 thrown through 
the 
windows. 
PHOTOS  BY 
ARIC  CRABB  
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pus group Korean
 American Student 
Association, heard
 the chanting 
from
 
the  
predominantly
 African 
American
 
and
 Hispanic 
group  of 
people
 from 
his Royce 
Hall dorm 
room. He 
locked 
his door and 
stayed  
inside
 the 
entire night.
 
"I could
 see on 
T.V.  that 
there  was 
a lot of 
resentment 
toward 
Koreans 
because they
 owned all 
of the stores
 in 
the black 
neighborhoods 
and drove 
nice  cars." Oh 
said.  "So I closed 
my 
curtains  and 
didn't
 get involved."
 
More people 
got involved in 
the 
protest as 
time progressed,
 and by 
11:30 p.m.,
 the gathering
 became a 
march.
 Pushing as a 
unit,  the crowd, 
now 
estimated  at around 
300
 people, 
trekked down San
 Salvador Street and
 
split 
into
 two groups 
near  the Dining 
Commons. 
One  group 
headed  
toward  UPD 
and  
downtown
 while 
the second 
group  
marched
 toward the
 
San Jose 
Police  
Department
 and City 
Hall. The 
marchers
 gained mass
 as 
passers-by  
and  
television
 viewers 
joined 
their  ranks. 
"We were 
expressing
 our disgust 
with what 
happened (the 
verdict)," 
said 
Victor  Dawson, an 
SJSU student 
who attended
 the protest, "but 
it was 
a peaceful
 protest." 
UPD 
Lieutenant 
Shannon 
Maloney
 disagrees 
with  Dawson's 
assessment
 of the 
marchers.  
"It was 
more
 like a crowd 
looking 
for chaos," 
Maloney said.
 "There 
were a substantial
 number of people 
with 
outrageous  
behavior."
 
Most of the 
"outrageous  behavior" 
came in the form 
of some marchers 
breaking  
windows,  
throscing
 
bottles,
 
and some 
minimal looting. The
 group 
heading
 toward UPD 
broke  windows 
there and upset 
numerous paper bins 
and continued
 marching toward
 down-
town. The other group
 broke the win-
dows of several stores
 and two Pavilion 
stores were 
broken  into and 
looted.
 
Hank Coca's 
Downtown 
Furniture,  on the corner of Santa 
Clara and Third Streets, suffered the 
most damage, with nine broken 
win-
dows and some damaged furniture for 
a damage total of about  $8,000. 
"They were throwing chunks of 
concrete that they tore up from the 
ground, so the concrete 
damaged
 
some of our furniture," said Henry 
Coca, who was looking after the shop 
while his father, owner Hank 
Coca,  
was out of town. "It was like the ver-
dict
 
turned the valve and let the steam 
out. 
I'm just glad no one got hurt." 
To ensure that innocent onlookers 
and 
pedestrians
 did 
not  
get hurt and to keep 
things from getting out 
of control, more than 75 
city police officers aided 
UPD and separated 
into
 
two units to track both 
sections of the mob. 
"We responded and 
brought in 
enough offi-
cers, but we were taken 
said. 
"I 
Maloney aid.  
"I think the police 
handled it pretty 
well,"  
SJSU graduate
 and rally 
participant
 
Hugo
 
Moreno said. "They
 just 
followed us 
and  made 
sure that there
 weren't 
any skirmishes or any -
thin; too crazy 
happen-
ing. 
Five 
students,  
including Dawson, 
were  
arrested that night. 
"We were arrested for loitering," 
said 
Dawson, who did not have a pre-
vious arrest record. "I was just trying 
to get to my car and leave 
when  I got 
picked up.
 They dismissed all of the 
charges, but I spent  10 
hours  locked 
up. It was a pretty bad experience." 
The following 
night.
 April 30, was 
explosive  as well. 
"It was the 
same kind of 
thing. only to a greater degree," 
Maloney
 said. 
The night started 
with  
another 
peaceful  protest of 
about 350 people at 7 p.m. at 
Sixth and Julian Streets. 
Composure   and peace was 
maintained until 9:45 p.m., 
when the demonstration moved 
toward the San Jose Police 
Department. 
Once again, the mob split 
into two 
groups, as some 
demonstrators broke off from 
the San Jose Police 
  Department -
"I could see 
on TV 
that 
there
 was a 
lot of resent-
ment toward 
Koreans. ... 
So 
I closed 
my curtains 
and 
didn't get 
involved."
 
 
Seuk 
Oh,  
former
 SJSU 
student 
bound
 group, 
stormed down 
Second Street, 
screaming and 
breaking windows. 
This violent crowd 
clashed with
 police 
by 10:15 p.m. on 
Santa Clara
 and 
First Street. Riot 
police chased any-
one on 
the  street in a 
scene 
that  Maloney 
recalls as being 
"chaotic."
 
"There was an 
arrest outside of Joe 
West Hall for pos-
session of Molotov 
cocktails," Maloney 
said. "There WAS a 
lot of 
looting and 
rock throwing. I got 
hit by a rock 
that 
night."
 
The demonstrators destroyed virtu-
ally everything in their path, from soda 
machines to motorcycles.
 Vandals 
caused extensive damage by starting 
fires, overturning vehicles and destroy-
ing property. Twenty-six people in the 
group that had broken off from the 
peaceful protest were 
arrested.  
By the following night, the rioting 
Jessica
 
continued
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 page
 1 
the 
sounds of 
school 
children.
 Jessica's
 
peers and 
playmates
 
drift  in and out 
of 
her 
house like 
a gentle 
breeze.
 
As
 ,lessica 
turns  five 
today,  her 
thoughts
 fill 
with  parties 
and 
presents,
 
make-up  and 
sleep -oven. 
For  Evers, 
her  
daughter's
 birthdays 
will always 
be bitter-
sweet; 
they mark 
a sad 
chapter  in 
the  
nation's  
history:  the 
L.A. 
riots.
 
Evers
 did not return
 to work atier
 the 
riots. 
She devoted
 herself 
to undoing 
what
 the riots bad
 done to her 
daughter  
 
to
 making her
 healthy and
 whole 
again. "Since
 the 
accident,  she 
has need-
ed 
special 
attention,"
 Evers 
said. 
Despite  the 
way she 
entered  the 
world. 
Jessica  looks
 at it 
with
 A 
wide-eyed
 inno-
cence. 
She is 
excited  to 
enter 
kinder-
garten 
in
 the fall. 
In the 
meantime,  
she  
spends
 her 
days  
dancing
 and 
daydream  
ing, 
listening  to 
rap and 
R&D, and
 
rehearsing
 
cheerleading  
routines 
with her 
older sister. 
Hers is 
a child's 
life  
unhurried,
 
uncomplicated
 and
 carefree.
 
The 
months 
and years 
since the 
riots 
have 
been
 anything
 but 
carefree  for 
Evers. 
While 
she  made 
a full physical
 
recovery,  
she is still troubled 
by
 the 
accident's unseen emo-
tional scars 
"I don't think I have 
res.tivered," Evers said, "I 
don't know why I have 
this
 fear inside of me," 
Thc harrowing experi-
ence of the riots narrowed 
Evers  world. After the 
accident,
 she cloistered 
herself 
behind
 the walls of 
the apartment complex 
where she now lives. She 
still fears for the 
safety  
and security of 
her chil-
"An 
angel  
must 
have 
been 
watching  over 
Jessica"
 
 Dr. 
Thomas  
Sillas
 
physician
 
dren. She 
said you will 
never find her outside after nightfall. 
Oddly. Evers does not remember the 
event that has altered her life. She said 
she 
W AS 
standing
 outside her apartment as 
shockwaves 
from the riots rocked the 
city. She did not realize
 she had been shot 
until a 
neighbor noticed
 bloodstains 
on
 
her dress. 
Evers 
said she WAS more concerned for 
the 
well-being of her unborn
 child and 
not her 
own.  Attending 
St.  Francis 
Physician, Dr. 
Thomas  Sillas, said 
an
 )(-
ray of 
Jessica
 showed the bullet 
at the 
level 
of her hum 
Fortunately, 
her arms 
crossed 
over
 her chest 
pre-
vented the 
bullet  from hit-
ting any 
vital 
organs.
 
"An 
angel 
must 
have
 
been watching over 
Jessica,"
 Sillas said 
Evers has come hill cir-
de. On the
 fifth .1 /111IVer
 
sary of the riots, 
she is 
again nine 
months preg-
nant last 
week,  the child 
seemed  eager to enter the 
world as A SpASTII Oi 
pain 
slid shadow like across 
Evers'
 face 
This 
week,  as newspapers nationwide 
pause to reflect on the 
riots,
 Evers spoke 
of
 the promise and not the perils of 
motherhood. 
"I didn't plan it, hut it 
happened.  I 
will always do the best I can for 
my
 
child," she said. 
Jessica said recently that she wants
 to
 
be A doctor when she grows up. Perhaps, 
it's only a child's dream, but it seems apt
 
that this little girl damaged by the riots 
would someday become a healer. 
had subsided ("except for a 
few isolat-
ed incidents," Maloney 
said),  but the 
damage
 was costly. SJSU's 
Facilities,  
Development  and Operations 
esti-
mated the damage to SJSU
 at 
$35,000 ass result of fires 
being  set to 
a kiosk
 and garbage cans throughout 
the campus, damaged electric carts, 
overturned vehicles around SJSU and 
broken glass
 from about six dozen 
windows and doors on campus. 
But racial relations could not be as 
easily repaired as a broken window. 
Many believe
 that the rioting and the 
verdict  distanced an already existing 
gap 
among  the races 
and between 
minority and 
the police. 
"I
 believe that it (the 
verdict) has 
had a 
lasting and 
permanent  negative 
effect
 on the relationship
 between the
 
police 
and  society," 
Maloney  said. 
Jenina Gibson, 
president of' the 
Striving 
Black Brothers 
& Sisters, 
believes the riots
 were about 
more
 
than the verdict. 
"We've  (African 
Americans)  been 
oppressed too 
long,"  Gibson said. "It 
wasn't just about
 Rodney King. 
The 
riots 
were
 a sign of being fed up." 
Five years after the 
verdict.  Gibson 
has not seen 
an improvement and 
does 
not  believe the riots 
changed 
anything. 
"Racial  relations 
haven't  
changed. 
They've gotten worse."
 
Dawson,
 who is graduating
 from 
SJSU this 
spring,  is not encouraged 
either.
 "We needed to 
get together 
and 
unite  as African 
Americans  over 
an important issue, so that 
was  posi-
tive," Dawson
 said, "but I don't 
feel it 
changed a 
thing." 
"I 
think the riots showed that 
minorities
 aren't going to 
take it any-
more," Moreno said. "But
 in retrospect, 
things haven't 
gotten
 much better." 
Cobie Harris, 
chairman of the 
SJSU  African American 
Studies 
department,
 doesn't believe 
equality  
among
 the races can happen in the 
short time 
frame since the riots. 
"If it took 400 years
 to get to this 
position,  do you think five 
years  is 
going to 
change anything?" Harris
 
said. 
"It  can't change 
overnifht 
because it wasn't created in a day. 
"This,
 once again, stated in dra-
matic fashion 
how different African 
Americans are 
treated
 by the police 
and the system," Harris 
said. "Five 
years can't change attitudes
 that are 
deeply embedded 
in our society." 
Even though 
Koreans
 experienced 
a large amount of 
abuse during the 
riots,
 Political Science professor 
Dongsung Kong is 
more optimistic 
than Harris. 
"I 
think things have 
improved, 
particularly for
 Koreans," Kong 
said. 
"I think Koreans had 
mixed feelings 
when  the riots happened 
and it was 
tough
 to watch, but afterward we 
understood that 
we have a lot to 
learn. 
We
 learned to understand dif-
ferent cultures nitich
 better. 
"You have to 
leant from the riots. 
You 
can't  just have resentment 
aliout  it." 
Evangelist
 
died trying 
to 
stop 
riot looters 
PASADENA,
 Calif. (AP)  
Armed  only with 
his Bible and 
hope for humanity,
 Pasadena evan-
gelist Wallace 
Tope
 Jr.  drove straight
 to the center 
of rioting 
where  lawlessness 
was  rampant. 
Five 
years a.
 
Tope set 
out  in his 12 -year -old 
Chevrolet for the 
intersection of Sunset
 Boulevard 
and
 Western Avenue
 in Hollywood, 
where hr had 
preached 
ill the past. 
Tope, 52, 
hoped  that his 
message
 of peace 
would help bring an 
end to the rioting 
that erupt-
ed 
April 29, 1992 
after  four white 
Los
 Angeles 
police officers 
were  acquitted 
of
 beating Rodney 
King. 
Tope's 
words  fell upon deal ears. 
When the violence
 ended after three 
days,  
Tope was among the 55 
people  killed. More than 
2,300  were injured. Some 
1,100  buildings had 
been damaged or destroyed
 by fire, with property 
damage estimated Al SI billion. 
The preacher's longtime friend,
 John Matlock 
draws
 on Tope's strong faith in trying to 
keep 
from letting bitterness consume him. 
Matlock says it seemed unfair that the two 
looters, Fidel Ortiz and Leonard SOSA, who plead-
ed no contest to 
voluntary  manslaughter charges, 
received II and six years in state prison, respec-
tively. 
"The Christian response is not to be vindictive, 
that there is forgiveness," said Matlock, who 
writes about religion. "Wally would have forgiven, 
too. But there is also the importance of justice 
being done." 
Witnesses told police that Tope was severely 
beaten as an estimated 100 people looked on. 
According to 
witnesses,
 Ortiz was leav 
ing a Say -on drug store with stolen goods
 when 
Tope confronted him, handed him A pamphlet 
titled "Hell: 
Suppose
 It's
 True After All." 
After Ortiz 
reportedly punched him, Tope 
turned to 
walk  back to his 
car.
 
That's when Leonard
 Sosa, who saw the 
encounter and ran toward Tope. 
Both
 men caught 
up with him
 and 
pummeled 
him for 
up
 to four 
minutes.  
Tope WAS initially conscious after the beating. 
Matlock said the log 
next  to Tope's hospital 
bed  contained hundreds of entries 
from
 visitors, 
including those who had heard him speak in 
churches or on the street, fellow evangelists and 
friends 
and  family. 
"Many friends 
encouraged Wally, 
sang
 hymns, 
and read 
Bible scriptures to 
him,"  
Matlock  
said. 
"He especially seemed 
to
 like the songs and 
scriptures."  Ile said he once sang 
A song about 
children and "in 
response,
 Wally cried with a long
 
stream of tears from 
his left eye." 
Tope eventually lapsed into a 
COMA and died 
19 
months  liner. 
SPORTS
 
Spartans'
 third 
baseman
 Antonio 
Vazquez
 takes
 a pitch during
 the 
bottom  of the second inning against 
St. Mary's 
Tuesday
 at Municipal 
Stadium. SJSU
 won the non
-conference 
contest  7-1, 
avenging  an early 
season loss 
to the Gaels. 
Pitcher's
 
injury
 
dampens
 
win
 
By l)ennix
 Knight 
Spartan Datly Stall Wrin't 
--
the
 "laconic' 
of
 
Tuesday
 
night's 
baseball
 game against 
St. Mary's 
became 
an afterthought 
I 
he 
Spat  tans, after 11.111 iitg pitc her lust in 
I arias was hit hard in the fate by a 
soiling  line drive Millie bat of ( 
lark
 
I 
Our.
 
I he 
hall  Was 
hit 4.41 
hard that it 
ricocheted  till 
of l -arias' lace 14, 
first bast. 
111.111 Ittibutt 
Belie. Elms 
went down 
and quit kin 
popped back op 
as blood
 
began 
minium i tom wound 
between his It il i'Vr and temple. 
Pa:anted!,
 
,1111,,1
 
,1111111
 five Min -
Me% at NI 
tilt is 
ilid
 Si 
uslititti 
and took
 
lame, to ( Medical (*.enter 
In 
'sail 
low hit X i.is 
lionoi  livti. hi. I iettuott
 stepped 
iii 1.,i I ,4 p.
 
iis1 lied a strong outing. 
allowing 
only two 
hits  in five 
and  
one-third  
innings
 as the 
Spartans 
(34-19) 
won  7-1. 
McDermott
 struck 
out four 
and walked 
two  on the 
way  
to his team
-leading  eighth
 victory. 
"McDermott
 came 
in
 under 
tough  
circumstances
 and gave 
us five 
good
 innings," 
Spartans'  coach 
Sam
 
Piraro  said. "He 
gave the team 
a lift 
when 
they  were 
pretty
 
stunned 
by
 what had hap-
pened to 
Farias." 
"It was 
scary to see a 
teammate
 go 
down
 like 
that," 
McDermott  said. 
Coming 
into  a game in 
such
 a 
situation
 
was  a bit strange 
for 
McDermott,
 but he was given
 all the 
tune he 
wanted  to warm up 
and  he 
was 
aisle to pitch 
effectively,
 he said. 
"I'm usually a 
slider  guy, but I 
was  
working my 
fastball  in and out to the 
hitters pretty
 well 
tonight,"
 
Mclb:riiiiitt said. 
SPARTANS
 7 
GAELS  1 
Right-handed 
reliever  Jeff Baker 
pitched the final three innings, giving 
up 
one run on four hits to notch his 
second save. 
After the game. Piraro said that he 
and his players were headed to the 
hospital 
to
 check on Farias' status. 
Farias left the field under his own
 
power. Dawn Carter, a graduate 
stu-
dent and certified athletic trainer, 
was one of the first on the scene to 
help Farias.
 
"He has a pretty big cut and he'll 
have a hefty amount of stitches," 
Carter said. "He was perfectly fine 
except for the huge 
gash  on his head. 
The ambulance was called for precau-
tionary 
measures. The potential is 
high
 for getting a concussion when 
you're hit that hard." 
Carter said she expected Farias to 
be released shortly after the game, but 
as of 10:45 p.m., Farias remained in 
the 
ernergerlee  Ti'..
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PHoros By MAX BEcHERER 
 Spartan Daily 
SJSU
 pitcher Justin 
Ferias  is treated by 
paramedics  after he was 
hit  by a line -drive 
comebacker
 during the top 
of
 the 
first inning The 
impact  caused
 a 
gash
 
next  to Faros' left eye. 
Women's 
basketball
 
needs to get off the ground 
kl`kv111.1111,1glIC 
th'1,111 III 
ilsr e 
enough
 
i.i.  ill I, I 
die 
10 team 
l0egtiullu-.s .I us anssver, 
the 
Women's
 National Basketball 
Asst., Lorin 55111 
loin
 the A1111.11,111 
fi,sheih.ill  I 
e.n..,ite 
in 
kilning
 the 
willi 
isvsisi,,ii441 1,51,11,11
 
into  
Allieri4.1 5 11441114 and 
Ali  lias 
I lie Alt] 11.1 
Ii 
.ipir like 
tht 
%shwa! 
ISis 
I 
is 
S1.1111141  
1115515 .5 it
 huh luiii 
It I made .1 
movie ilLir look, Alt! 's 
.111111, 
I WIltlill 'ups' this  
Milli° 
would  have the sense to pull 
the 
plug  4.11 the sequel.
 
1)11 women 
have the right 
to
 play 
sports on 
the  professional 
level?  Yes. 
But people become 
professionals
 
in their fields by 
performing  at a 
superior  level, 
when judged 
against 
Amon( man
 or woman. 
This
 is 
is 
It ( 
;rat is a 
millionaire.  
This  
is 
wlo  
sISL''s
 own
 lanice
 
Moodie  
may
 iine 
day  
bank  
a 
million. This is 
why kiisli 
Yamaguchi  sits on 
the 
glass
 at `ilialks 
games  while I 
battle 
list 
A9930.1ed 
Student  Prawn Bawd SJSU piourlypiament9 
BEN   
HARPER
 
Isano
 
iepadS
 
LIPM
 
Wednesday
 
April 
30.1997
  
",wk.,
 I 
1111111  
!talk  
_SJSU 
Note! 
student advance tickets
 on sale 
now in the 
A.S. 
business
 office. 
NO SERVICE
 
CHARGE!
 
poor 4 
7Pio 
giniunt
 &trans&
 $12 
5tuJuntd,
 s 
14 
z8
 
PM
 
general sl 5 
Air 
 
illy .15101,1101)i]
 Willi ihr soilinioli 
MOOdie can hit a 
golf ball from 
San Jose 
to her native 
Scotland.  I 
probably couldn't see 
(;rals WPM, let 
alone 
return
 it. I would pay money 
to 
watch  these athletes perform, 
because
 they excel at a level 
99
 per-
cent of 
Americans  can only dream of 
achieving.
 (Of course, I once paid 
$29.95
 to watch Tony "I he Tiger" 
Lopez  
fight Lupe "little
 Guns" 
Gutierrez
 on pay
-per
-view, 
so I 
best
 
keep
 
my
 financial expenditures to 
myself.)
 
The problem with the ABI. is not 
women 
playing basketball, 
it's 
women 
playing basketball  poorly. 
When 1 want to see 
basketball,
 I 
want to see it 
played At the highest 
level
 
possible.
 
At this stage
 tit the
 
development
 
of 
women's
 hoops, it 
ranks behind 
boys 
high 
schtitil  
games  and pick-up
 
ball 
if you're looking for
 skilled play-
ers. (Bobby
 Riggs  dream 
mat 
hop:
 
good
 school
 boys team 
vs. the 
womer
 's Olympic 
Dream  'team. 
Predic: ion: ( 'renshaw 
I 
Iigh  
School  
02,
 
D.ram  Team ti8.1
 
This is not it, 'Ay 
that
 
i(1st
 
because men 
are superior 
athletes,  
women should 
not play the 
game.  
But when yoti 
Call  Walk to
 
i high 
school,
 or to a loeal 
park, to 
see the 
pine played better. 
why turn to the 
women's
 game. 
I 
his, coinciden-
tally, is the same 
problem that sunk 
the Battle of the 
Network Stars -- my 
next-door 
neighbor 
can paddle a plastic 
kayak across a pool 
just 
as fast as William 
Devane. (Coaxing a 
swimsuit -clad Donna 
Mills into his swim-
ming 
pool is a separate issue.) 
fans  if
 women's basketball argue 
that the game is played closer to the 
ground,
 and is 
then:hire  based
 in 
fundamentals, not JihletieiSt11. Listen 
hoop
 tans, there is only one 
reason  
why the
 females don't get alrhornc: 
WOMEN CAN' I It'N11" 
women',
 basketball tans want
 
me 
to
 believe that it the LISCP4' fermi
 
Ruff could dunk, she %WOW instead 
remain grounded choosing
 to 
bring  the 
house down 
with  one of 
those thrilling right-handed 
layups. 
It basketball WAS telearit to he 
played
 close
 to the 
ground,
 the Dr. J. 
Iii' Sport Basketball sec
 I got for 
'hristmas when I %%as
 
ft years old 
would  Ile regulation
 
.1/c.  
Ihe basket 
was 
placed  
10 
feet
 lilt 
the ground 
so
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tIts  
t 
IiaiLli 
the 
world  can dunk III 
hit' 
is cs of the shawl' 
K. inps of the wi rulsi 
Pc:test Sports( :enter 
material 
Americans love the 
dunk more than any of 
the gallic's 
1.11s. I Ills is Wile
 the 
NBA's 
All  star 
Weekend testis -Ries do 
not include
 the 
ride 
Bounce-11as%
 
( hallenge
 or the 
Schick
 Back -I him 
showdown.
 
No offense.
 Inn .1 1 eresa Fdwards 
finger -roll over Nikki Ma  :ray 
gener-
ates all the electricity 1,1
 a sacrifice 
bunt.  
'IX, Hits 1 
are 10 Icaping 
what
 
( 
Neal  is ro tree throw 
shooting
 
I Mk 
Nhaii
 vsill 
get his kv 
every
 
so 
,ills  ii and
 mak, a kW iii.1 
row- S.111  %% MI I WC 
',MI
 
go
 
lap 
for a and 
Al I. 'dental's' pull iitt 
reverse 
slam 
Supposedly.
 a woman
 
once 
dunked in a college 
basketball  game. 
told that a 
tranic-be  frame 
analysis  
of the video
 reveals that the 
woman's shoes 
change trom Nike
 to 
Reebok in mid 
flight  At least. that's
 
what  t 
)11yer sttoic
 
oils 
1 a k ng the aohS-ti, 
stlIOUI
 t,f bas-
ketball is like lilac 
rig ILISCIMII with a 
whiffle ball tit asitid all 
those  
mg 
home
 runs 
[very
 
sport
 has 
its 
own
 
appeal-1nd
 
basketball's
 is 
found
 
above  
the 
rim.  
St 
had 
Jordan
 is .1 household
 
11.1111, hilt 
I icherill.iii ( hits-
ssill never
 be anything but an answer 
14i .1 trivia question. Why? 
Because 
Jordan
 defies gravity while (Line's 
career was a physics lesson  on gravi-
ty's 
effects. 
\X'ornen's hoop fans 
say 
funda-
mentals replace at
 
II 
uhf 
Taking in the I .esers' season
-ending 
loss 
to
 
Me 
I 
olumbus  Quest, 
I was 
appalled by 
the 
Motwoik
 
and deci-
sion making displayed by 
both  
tea MS.
 
Ref 
ore
 the ugliness ended,
 San 
Jose  committed 33 
turnovers  against 
only 12 Assists.
 I haven't seen so 
many ill-advised
 passes %ince
 
the 
last 
time I stayed at San Jose Live 
until 
last call. 
Negative  assist -to -turnover 
ratios 
are 
commonplace  in 
women's
 box 
scores. 
So
 are low scores 
and  lower 
shooting
 percentages. The
 future of 
the piffle 
drilelitIN
 on 
whether  the 
caliber of play
 
null
 improve 
before  
the novelty 
it
 
the game wears off. 
the 
lasers
 are successful 
in draw-
ing fans, in 
part. Isecallse their 
mar-
quee player. 
Jennifer  Ant. is a beau-
tiful WorThill With A perfeetly
 
sculpted
 
athletic body. (I thtiught 
this
 
state 
menu might be inappropriate,
 but 
that Was 
before  I tame at MS% 
A 
1 hesaurus devoted
 
entirely
 to 
words
 
describing 
Karl Malone's 
biceps.)  
In order 
for it to survive 
in San 
lose,  or anywhere,
 
the women's
 
game must 
make great strides.
 IA, 
make that
 leaps.  
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EMPLOYMENT
 
DRIVING 
FOR  DOLLARS 
Lam
 $6/hr plus $10/hr in 
tips.  
Deliver 
from  best SJ 
restaurants.  
Flexible
 hours. 
Great  for 
Students!
 
Need  own car. 
Cal Dine 
IN @998.3463
 now. 
TEACHERS/NDES/Camp
 Leaden 
Elem
 sch. age 
recreation
 program, 
P/T  from 26 
en
 MF duty 
the sch 
F/T during 
summer  camp 
program.  
Excellent
 salary, no 
ECE req. Los 
Gatos -Sara. 
Recreation.
 Call Janet 
at 354-8700x23.
 (Not avail.
 
schcol 
war? Call for sunmer emplor. 
He 
guards
 & camp 
leaders).  
TEACHER'S 
AIDE,  after school
 
child care program,
 2-6pm M -F. 
Call  Gardner 
Children's
 Center, 
998-1343. Immediate 
opening. 
Child 
des, rye, human 
performance  
majors encouraged 
to apply. EOE. 
WSI'S 
NEEDED 
Summer 
Employment  
Please call
 354.8700 x 224 
Los Gatos Rec Department. 
NEED 20 SENIOR GRADS to help 
build 
business in spare time. Call 
415-299.8985 leave 
msg.  
The 
Environmental  Resource 
Center (ERC) in WSQ 115 is 
hiring 
a Director &Co -Director for the 97/ 
98 school year. The 2 PT positions 
work together to administer 
the 
programs, services. 
staff  & budget 
during the year. 
Hours are flexible. 
All 
students  encouraged to apply. 
Environmental,
 managerial, and 
bookkeeping experience 
helpful, 
Cal 
Dana
 924-5467,or fax 924-5477. 
TELLER WANTED, 
PART-TIME.  
Bilingual Spanish/English.
 Call Lisa 
988-4511, Mm,
 8:30-11:00. 
INSIDE 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Founded in 
1925.  George S. 
May international is a leading 
management
 consulting 
firm. Our 
business is exploding, and we need 
several
 motivated sefstarters to help 
us schedule appointments
 with small 
to medium 
sized business 
owners 
throughout
 the Western US. 
We'll provide you with
 paid 
training,
 a competitive base salary 
+ cenmissids, (earnings potential 
$30K+() full benefits, flexible work 
schedule,
 & a great opportunity 
to learn & grow with
 an established 
industry
 
leader that promotes
 from 
within. 
If
 you enjoy people,  you're 
good 
on the phone,
 and you like 
to have 
fun, then this is  the 
job 
for 
you!
 Bilingual a big plus. 
To 
arrange  an interview,
 
please call Steven
 Sanchez at 
(800) 955-0200
 ext. 221, or 
send/fax resume to: 
GSM,
 991 
W. 
Wicking
 St. San Jose, CA 95126. 
Fax: (408) 244-6415. 
EOE/U.
 
GEORGE S. MAY 
INTERNATIONAL CO. 
ASSISTANT  POOL 
MANAGER, 
Certified 
Lifeguard
 and Swim 
Instructors.
 Indoor & outdoor 
pool 
positions. 
Southwest
 
YMCA.  
408-3761877 ext. 16. 
NEED  A SUPAIAER
 108 or 
financial
 
aid? Willing
 to work parttime,
 
full-time 
or flexible hours and 
make 
great money?
 For 
fun,
 work 
experience and 
great money, 
don't wait, call now: 
Kristi  
(408)
 
995.5905.
 
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS 8, Lifeguards
 
wanted  to work at JCC in Los 
Gatos  
and private homes. 
$10.$25/hr.
 
Must be 
certified.  Call 
358.3636
 
we.
 53 and 
408-245-1998.
 
TEACHER,  
PT/FT at 
high  quality, 
Sc.
 
dropin
 play center for 2 
12 yr 
olds. Mn. 
6 ECE units 
req. Flex 
days/eves/wkends.
 Team 
teach  
environment.  
Benefits avail.
 Apply in 
person 
at
 KldsPark: 
 
Near
 Oalvidge 
Mall, 281 
8880  
5440 
Thomwood 
Dr.,  SJ 
 
Near  Valley 
Fair,  
985-2599
 
2858 
Stevens 
Creek 
Blvd.  
 At 
the  HUB. 
510 
792.9997  
39102 
Argonaut
 Way. 
Fremont  
 
NEW 
Westgate
 
Mall  
Call 
Heidi  at 
281-8880.
 
GREATER
 
OPPORTUNMES
 - Paid 
roommate/live-in with 
DD adult 
in 
exchange
 for rent.
 
248.4464
 
UFEOUVIDS/SWIM  
INSTRUCTORS
 
Los Gatos
 Swim and 
Racquet 
Ckb.
 
Must  have 
current 
CPR,  First 
Aid,  
& Lifeguard
 
training  certifications. 
WSI
 preferred
 for 
teaching.  
Apply  
In 
person 14700 Oka 
Road, Los 
Gatos, CA. 
INTERNET 
PUBUSHING
 OPPOrldrad 
High-tech Internet 
publication
 
seeks outgoing
 person for 
post -
graduation FT job. Non
-sales 
editorial and 
promotional position. 
No 
experience 
required.  
Fax: 
408-938-9155. 
LEADING 
WIRELESS  
COMPANY  
seeking customer 
service
 repre 
sentatives.
 PT/FT 
Flex hrs. 
Salary  
+ bonus.
 Will train. Call 
David  H 
408-4416600 
NANNY  
-seeking  
part-time
 namy
 
It
 Los Gatos 
for toddler boy
 who has 
some 
communication  
disabilities. 
Child is 
happy & 
lovable.  Applicant
 
MUST  HAVE 
CAN and 
AT LEAST 4 
EXCELLENT
 REFERENCES.
 Salary 
negotiable.
 Mrs. 
Malish 
356.5151.  
CHIU'S
 BAR & 
GRILL in 
search  
of 
Foodservers  
and Hosts
 with 
restaurant  
experience.
 Friendly.
 
team 
oriented
 people apply in 
person
 Monday
 through 
Thursday,
 
between
 2pm-4pm. 
2980 Stevens 
Creek
 Blvd. San Jose.
 No Calls. 
TEACHERS.
 Exceptional
 opportunity 
to 
join one of the 
fastest growing 
quality 
childcare
 centers in 
Mountan 
View. 
Must  have at 
least  12 ECE 
units.  Preferably 3 
infant units 
and 6 months 
experience. Call 
(408)7461954.
 
MAKE MONEY $555 TEACHING 
driver training 
& education, pi/ft. 
no exp. 
nec. hs grads. 
971-7557.  
MERNET CONSUL/He 
COMPANY 
Seeks business analysts 
interns.  
Tech 
skill  a plus. Flex 
schedule  
10- 20 firs/week. 
Compensation
 
based
 on skill & 
exp. 
Resumes 
to 
eric@cpublish.com  or 
fax to 
415.964-9960.
 
MOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
 BAR 
FT & PT 
positions  avail, on 
busy  
whole 
foods restaurant. All shifts
 
avail. Rex hrs. Must be 
18+ years. 
$7.56$8.00/hr.
 to start. 
Ask  for 
Wendy,  Jul ia d Victor @ 
733-9446.
 
LOOKING 
FOR  WORK??? 
Hundreds of job listings 
available in the 
CAREER 
CENTER'S  JOB BANK. 
Visit  us in BC 13 to get access. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER 
Part-time, Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown
 Sanlose. 
Inner City 
Express. 
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
YMCA MAMIE DAY CAMPIOSIM 
If you like the outdoors, 
like
 
working with children & teens, & 
have 
special
 skills in camping. 
games, crafts, sports or drama. 
consider a 
Sunrner
 Job at the YMCN 
Positions Available: 
 DIRECTORS 
 
ASSISTANT  DIRECTORS 
 
LEADERS  
Please call your local Y for
 more 
detailed ifformation an 
application  
*Central YNCA 
-296.1717 
(San 
Jose
 & Santa Clara) 
Southwest
 YMCA 3701877 
(Les Gatos. 
Saratoga)
 
fibrthwest YWCA- 257-7160 
(Qaertino, Santa Clara,
 Sunnyvale) 
SoUth Valley YMCA- 2269622 
(Sauth
 San 
Jose) 
Maitas/BerNessa
 
YMCA - 9450319 
(Milpitas) 
*Mt. Madoma YNICA -7790208 
(Morgan 
Hill)  
SECURITY
 - ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO 
EXPERIENCE  NECESSARY 
Great for Students. 
F/T or 
P/T.  All shifts. 
Top Pay with Many Benefits! 
Call or appy n person,
 Mon Sun 77. 
408.286-5880.555 D Madan 
Are.  
Between 
Sal  Cabs and 
Paten,
 
belied the 
Cad  ad Paty Store, St. 
$1500 
WEEKLY
 POTENTIAL 
mailing our circulars. Begin 
now. 
For info call 301-429.1326. 
VALET 
PARKERS - P/T,
 nights & 
weekends
 for private parties
 in 
Los 
Gatos/Saratoga  area. 
Must
 
have min. 1 
year customer service 
experience, and
 desire to serve 
people. 
Polite,  well groomed.
 
and professional
 attitude only. 
19 yrs+.
 $5.75/hr. 
+ tips. 
Call Mike, 800-825.3871. 
PRIMARY
 PWS 
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL 
Teachers/Aides FT/PT 
ECE or Experience Preferred. 
EOE. Call 370-0357. 
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS 
and TEACHERS 
for school age 
and 
preschool child care. Full 
'Time & 
Part Time. 6  
15
 ECE or 
related units. For more into: 
call Mary 0298-3888. 
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES 
Seeking teachers 
and  subs for 
our
 school age day care program. 
We can work around your 
school  
schedule.
 Early morning or after-
noon positions
 available. F/T 
employment available during 
summer break. This is a 
great job 
to gain experience. 
Units in ECE, 
Rec. 
Psych.
 Soc.
 or Ed required. 
CALL: 
406.379-3200  x21. 
SECURITY 
F/T & P/T  
Will Train 
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts 
Permanent  & Short Term  jobs 
ABCOM Private Security 
408-247-4827. 
LARGE FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Company
 looking for FULL/PART 
time help. Job would include word 
processing, 
filing,
 typing, good 
people
 skills,  customer contact 
arid losts of other various tasks. 
Lots of potential for growth. 
Please send resume to (408) 
452-0210, Attn. Lisa Cusella. 
YOU NEED A JOG WITH A RJTUREI 
We will train you for a full-time 
position  with our nation-wide firm.  
We offer:
 
*Weekly Pay Incentives 
'Monthly
 Bonuses 
*Competitive Wages 
'Group-rate Health 
Care  
*Complete Management Training 
You must be career 
minded.
 
(That's All) 
Call 
408.345-3936.
 
612/HOUR 
Weekends & Evenings 
Canvassing-
 Telemarketing 
Start Saturday 
408-253-8818. 
CANVASS - DOOR TO DOOR set 
appointments
 for home improve 
ment co. P/T eve/wknds; flex hrs. 
57.50+
 bonus;
 
willtrain  
629210).  
   POSTAL JOBS    
Upto 51529/hr
 pka benefits. 
415-339-8377  2411s. 
$ EARN EXTRA 
CASH 11 
up to $120/week! 
Become a Sperm Donor. 
Healthy males, 19.34 years old. 
Una. St udent s/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California Cryobank 
415  324-1900, M
-F. 8 5pm. 
 
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS.  
 
Receptionist,  Office Clerk 
 Sales, Customer
 Support 
 Technician. 
Testing Optr. 
 Warehouse Clerk 
Call 408/9420866 or 
Fax to 408/9428280 
Electronix
 Staffing 
Services,E0E
 
1778 Clear Lake Ave.
 Milptas 
Hwy 680 exit Landess  Ave. turn 
left at Clear Lake Ave. 
MANAGER TRAINEES 
No 
experience  necessary. Will 
Train!
 Managers earn 
$4000/mo  
base+  com. Core seeks
 energetic 
people for 
management.
 Start 
now.
 
578-5197.
 
ASIAN 
WOMEN  NEEDED 
for 
egg donation. 
Desperate  Asian 
couples need your 
help to
 conceive,
 
Can you help?
 Ages 21-29, 
non-smoker, 
healthy & resemble. 
$3,000 stipend ard menses del 
Otha &notes also needed. Pease 
call VVWFC 
1510.420.9495.
 
CRUISES:1AM TOUR EPA1LOYMENT 
Discover
 how to work in exotic 
locations,
 
meet
 fun 
people,  
while  
earning up to 
82,000/mo. in these 
exciting 
industries.  
Cruise  Infor-
mation
 Services: 206-971-3554 
ext.C60411. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary
 + tips. 
Students needed n 
Be immediate 
area. Fulhtime/part-time openings. 
Call  today 
1-415-968.9933.  
International 
Bartenders  School. 
ACCT. SVC / 
EXPER.  CREATIVE 
Team
-Oriented People
 needed 
for small, 
rapidly
 growing 
ad
-agency:
 Project
-Based. 
Show us what 
you've  got, 
e-mail cover  letter + 
resume to: 
resumeralpulsemc.com
 . 
TELEMARKETING
 PT/FT.
 We 
sell discount
 subcriptions
 to Bay 
Area 
newspapers.  Auto 
dialers.  
Flexible firs, 
gam-9pm. 
Downtown 
near 
lightrail 
-4
 blocks 
from  SJSU. 
Hourly
 5$ 
plus bonus. Media 
Promotions
 494.0200. 
OPPORTUNITIES  
NEED MONEY for 
School  or Play? 
Amazing new
 manual 
shows  you 
how to 
make lots of it! Send
 for 
FREE 
info today! 
Redwood
 Ent. 
12795 Lompico Rd. 
Felton,
 CA 
95018. Attn. 
Dept.  101. 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
We need people who speak: 
English, 
Spanish, Korean, 
Russian,  Japanese, Chinese
 and 
any other languages to 
help 
expand our business
 locally. 
Nationally & Internationally.
 
5500-51500
 pt. $200055000 ft. 
800-4002018. 
SPORTS/THRILLS
  
100% PURE 
ADRENALINE!  
There  is nothing compared
 to 
the 
exhilaration  experienced
 by 
skydiving!  Tandem, 
Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine 
Aircraft.  
SJSU student 
owned & operated. 
BAY 
AREA
 SKYDIVING 
1-510-634-7575. 
HEALTH 
& BEAUTY 
MEN a 
WOMEN  
PERMANENT
 HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, 
tweezing  
or using chemicals.
 Let us perma-
nently remove your 
unwanted hair. 
Back - Chest Lip  Bikini Chin -
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97, 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,  621 E. 
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell. 
(408) 
379-3500. 
ELECTROLYSIS
 CUBIC. 
Unwanted hair removed forever.  
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your own probe
 or 
disposable.
 
335 S. 
Baywood Ave San
 Jose 
247-7486 
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE 
Super Blue Green Algae 
Reported Benefits include: 
'Improved
 Concentration 
Increased
 Energy 
*Weight Control 
(4081737-2702
 
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOW! 
Lose 6 
inches in 1 
hr. by getting 
a body wrap.
 
'NOT a 'water wrap' 
or 'dehydration' process. 'IT IS a 
special  mineral solution 
of
 food 
grade minerals & distilled 
water. 
11  firms body
 tissue & tightens 
skin especially 
after weight loss. 
You
 determine
 where 
inches 
come
 off. hips, thighs, abdomen etc. 
For 
info or appt: 408.949.7826.
 
SHARED 
HOUSING
 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
Fun & friendly 
environment
 
5 minute walk to 
campus
 
' Spacious
 furnished rooms 
 Well-equipped student kitchen 
*Computer & study rooms
 
*Laundry rom 
Parking  
'For American & International 
Students 
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a 
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between 
San Carlos & 
San  Salvador) 
DOWNTOWN  S.J. -CLEAN ROOM 
$350/mo. -0- 
$250. dep. All utilities 
paid. Non-Smoker. 507 N. 3rd St. 
Tel. 286-8178. 
FOR RENT 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR ROOMS 
to sublet to students 
interning in 
Silicon Valley for this Summer. 
Call Darrel Stern (408)748-5117. 
2 11)R$1. APMEMENT- $900/1110. 
 Security type building 
 Secure Parking 
 Close In 
 Modem Building 
 Laundry Room 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
14081  295 6893. 
AUTO FOR SALE
 
CSP CAR 
STEREO  PLUS -260-0797 
1410 El Camino Real Santa Clara 
StereoAlarmPagerInstallation
 
WANTED 
CASH PAID FOR YOUR
 OLD TOYS 
60'S -80'S. Hot Wheels. Slot 
Cars, Model Kits, etc. Call Mike 
408-374-0565. 
COMPUTERS ETC. 
REFURBISHED MACS 
BEST PRIC ES II 
ClaareemComputerCe.  
3549 Haven Ave. #H 
Menlo 
Park, CA 94025 
Ph: (800) 8065115 
FAX:
 (415) 306-1120 
STUDENT SPECIALS 
Mac  SE & Classic 
MAC Ile,
 ci, cx 
POWER MACS 
5200, 6214. 6100 
MAC  LC580 
Inkjet & Laser Printers 
Dot Matrix Printers 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CHEAP CALLING CARDS! 
anywhere in USA 
for 16 minute. 
No surcharges or monthly fees. 
To order card or for Info call 
408-236-2054 or 800-370-2904. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN! 
Only 
$57.00  per year.  
Save 30% 
601k
 
on your dental
 needs. 
For info 
call
 1-800 655-322', 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus  Insurance 
Service 
Special Student Programs 
Servng SJSU for 20 years 
"Great  Rates for Good Drivers"
 
"Good Rates for Non
-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family Mufti-car" 
CALL TODAY 296.5270 
FREE
 QUOTE
 
NO
 HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION 
Also 
open  Saturdays 9-2 
PHONE.'  924-3277
 Ftx: 924-3282
 
SERVICES 
CAMPUS CLUBS WORD PROCESSING 
GOING ON 
LEAVE?
 Responsible 
professor  will 
house-sit
 for Fall '97 
semester.
 Call Robert 
Schaeffer
 
(Sociology) 
913-539-4028
 or 
leave  message with 
Joan Block 
4-5320.  
PHOTOGRAPHER
 FOR 
HIRE
 
Have  your affair
 shot candidly
 
by a trained
 
photojournalist!
 
Specializing
 In candid
 and 
sports 
action  photos.
 You 
keep 
the  negatives!
 B&W or 
color avail.
 
Affordable
 hourly 
and day rates. 
Contact Steve 
at: (408) 
279-4121.  
WRITING HELP. Fast 
professional 
editing, rewriting, 
ghostwriting.  
Essays, letters, 
application  
statements, 
proposals,  reports, 
etc. For 
more
 info,  please call 
Dave 
Bolick at 510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E -Mall 
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION 
Confidential Spiritual Counseling 
Metaphysical, Astrological, 
Meditation Classes. 
Gnostic Western Tradition. 
Call 
(408)978-8034.  
WRITING ASSISTANCE most 
subjects. Why suffer and get poor 
grades 
when help is available? 
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) can help you 
with research & writing. Fast,
 
friendly, 
caring. confidential. 
Convenient Peninsula location. 
Dissertation/ thesis specialist. 
Samples & references available. 
Chinese
 & other 
languages
 
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For 
free tips, tools and ideas
 on 
how to improve your writing, 
visit our user-friendly
 Website 
at http://www.aciplus.com
 
Regular  e-mail: 
aclOnetcom.com  
Or write: Daniel, P013 
4489, FC CA 
94404 (ask for free 
color  brochire). 
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES 
Writing  
Editing  Typing` 
Spreadsheet &Database Design. 
 Desktop
 Publishing'
 
*Bookkeeping  PC Support'
 
Reasonable  
Rates' 
448-8119 
PROFESSIONAL 
GUITARIST  now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel in playing 
guitar  or bass. All 
levels welcome: 
Beginning,  
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any 
style: Jazz, Blues, Rock. 
Fusion, Funk. 
Reggae,  or Folk. 
Call 
Bill at 408-298-6124. 
FUNDRAISING
  
FAST  
FUNDRAISER
 - Raise
 $500 
in 1,days 
Greeks.
 Groups. 
Clubs, 
Motivated Individuals,
 Fast, Easy. 
No Financial Obligation. 
1800.862-1982
 ext. 33. 
Certain  advertisements In 
these COlUITWIS 
may  refer the 
reader to 
specific  telephone 
numbers
 or addr   for 
additional Information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, 
when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for goods or services. 
In addition, readers should 
carefully investigate all firms 
offering 
employment  listings 
orcoupons 
for discount 
vacations 
or
 merchandise. 
DAILY
 CLASSIFIED - 
LOCAL  RATES FOR 
NATIONAL  
/AN -'y
 RATES CALL 
408-924-3277 
Print  your ad here. Line
 is
 
30 spaces, including 
letters, numbers, 
punctuation  & spaces 
between
 words. 
UUULIUJI:ICIIJLIZILIJUJULLIILILIDLILICILLILICILIC1  
JLICILLJUDLICILILIUULILLILILLILIJLIULILIJUDLED  
Ad 
Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One
 Two Three
 Four 
Five
 
Day 
Days  Days 
Days 
Days
 
3 lines i5 $7 $9 
$11 $13 
4 Ines 
$6 $8 $10 
$12 $14 
5 lines $7 
$9 
Sit
 $13 
$15 
6 hnes 
$11 
$10 
$12 $14 
$16 
$1 for
 each additional line.
 
After
 the 
fifth day. rate increases by 
St per day 
First
 
line
 
125  
spaces)  set in bold for no 
extra charge 
Up to 
5 additional 
words  available
 in 
bold
 for $3 
each 
SEMESTER 
RATES 
3-9 
lines- $70  10-14 
lines'
 $90 
15-19 lines
 $110 
Nam.
 
Adrim. 
(Ay 
SIN* Zo 
Rwrve 
( 
Send check or money order to: 
Spartan
 
Daily Classifieds
 
San Jose
 State 
University  
San Joee,
 CA 95192-0149 
 Classified desk is located
 in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 
209. 
 Deadline 10 00 a m 
two weekdays before publication
 
II All ads are prepaid.
 le No refunds on 
cancelled
 ads 
 Rates for 
consecutive  
publications
 dates only 
 QUESTIONS?
 CALL (408)924-3277
 
 Special 
student  
rates available for
 these
 classifications.
 
$5.00
 for 
a3 line ad for 3 
days.  Ads must be placed
 in person 
in DBH209, between 10am 
and 2pm. Student ID required. 
-Lost
 & Found
 ads are 
offered  free. 3 lines 
for 3 days. as
 a 
Service
 to the campus 
community.  
Please check ./ 
one classification: 
Campus  Clubs' Rental Housing 
Greek Messages' Shared 
Housing' 
Events'
 
Real Estate 
Announcements' Services' 
Lost and Found- 
Health/Beauty'  
Volunteers'  SportsTimIls'
 
For Sale' 
Insurance
 
Autos For Sale' 
Entertanmene 
Computers Etc ' 
Travel 
Wanted' Tutonng' 
Employment  Word
 Processing 
Opportunities 
Scholarships
 
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CUJB 
of San Jose State. Celebrate Irish, 
Scottish & Welsh culture.
 All are 
Welcome To Join! Call Kelly at 
408-927.7925. 
TUTORING 
BILJNGUAL
 TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: 
Algebra   Geometry
 
Statistics-
 Trig- Calculus 
Physics:
 Mechanics. 
Electric  
Chemistry: Organic- Inorganic
 
English: Speak
 Read- Write 
Spanish: 
Hablar  - Leer- Escribir
 
Call: Mike 
4082987576 
Email:  
mvera18288@aol.com
 . 
ENGLISH  TUTOR 
Speaking,  Reading 
and Writing 
Credentialed  
H.S.  Teacher. 
Call (408)978.8034.  
TEAM 
EUROPE
 $269. 
Within
 USA 
579.-5129.
 
Caribbean 
$249. r/t 
Mexico 
$209.  r/t 
Cheap Fares
 Worldwide!!!!! 
http://www.airhitch.org
 
NRHITCH® 
1-415-834-9192 
TICKET  SALE!!! 
LOWEST 
SPRING/SUMMER  1997 
FARES...BOOK  NOW! 
Discount 
Tickets  
Europe-
 Asia  Latin
 America 
CHEAP 
LONDON/PARIS  
FARES...SUMMER
 1997 
Telephone 
Service Everyday
 
The Student 
Travel  Specialists 
TRAVELQWIK
 
888-591-9800 
Free International
 Student I.D. 
with 
purchase  of ticket. 
SCHOLARSHIPS
 
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS 
NOW. 
Surf: www.scholarship4u.com  
Call: 800MIBASE2.
 408-629-8941 
Email: 
sjsu@sc
 hol a rsh i p4u.com 
SUZANNE'S  Word Processing 
510489-9794 (Bus/Res/Meg) 
Word Processing & Editing 
Both Academic/Bus Vila 
Accepted 
Reports  Theses  MLA/TURAS 
'Expert In APA Formed' 
WP 
51/6.0-
 
Laser  Printer 
7 Days a Week 700am 9:00prn 
RELIABLE-
 FAST -ACCURATE. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & English papers/theses 
our specialty. Laser printing. 
APA, Turabian 
and  other formats. 
Resumes, editing, 
graphics  
and other services available 
on 
either WordPerfect 
or Word. 
Masterson's 
Word Processing. 
Call Paul 
or
 
Virginia  408-251-0449. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses,
 term papers, group 
projects, resumes. All formats 
including 
APA. Fax available. 
Experienced, dependable, quick 
return. Almaden/Branham 
area. Call Linda 408.264-4504. 
WORD PROCESSING 
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc. 
20+ Years Experience
 
Medical/Legal Transcription 
Services Available. 
Reasonable Rates 
CALL (408) 272-1652. 
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED. 
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Terrn 
Papers,  Nursing, Group Projects, 
Resunes Al Formats, Specializing
 
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
 
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ws Exp. 
WP 5.1/HPLaser. PAM'S 
PROFESSIONAL ViCeD PROCESSING.
 
247-2681, 8am-8pm.  
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? 
Term  
papers, thesis, 
resumes, group 
projects. etc. Have a typewriter 
to 
complete your applications for 
rtied/law
 school, etc. Will transcribe 
your taped interviews or research 
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public. 
Call Anna 
at 972-4992. 
Day
 
t: 
CROSSWORD
 
"OA  
ACROSS  
1 Opening 
4 
Small  drum 
9 "Deep blue sea" 
alternative  
14
 Santa - 
desert 
wind 
15 Complete
 
16 Musical
 
performance 
17 Exhumed 
19 Travel 
documents 
20 Radio 
parts 
21 
Build  
23 Longings 
24
 Son of 
Jacob  
27 Rural sight
 
30 List 
32 
Barnyard
 sound 
33 Came back 
37 Awkward, 
brutish persons 
39 Piano keys 
40 Checkpoint - 
42 Actor 
Greene 
43 Sprinkles
 
44 - 
out make 
ends meet 
45 
Clinton -Dole 
televised 
events 
48 Sea mammal 
50 Cornered
 
51 
"Dracula"
 author 
Stoker 
55 Spot for dancing 
57
 Tropical fruit 
58 Scent 
60 Chief's
 
headdress 
64 
Tornado 
warning
 
65 Horse 
66 Anger 
67
 Oater feature 
68 Roof parts 
69 Hog's home
 
DOWN 
1 Taste
 ess y 
ornamented
 
PREVIOUS  PUZZLE
 SOLVED 
MOGI  
IMMO
 
DEMO 
MOM 
MOO= 
NOMA
 
011140 
00000 
MOM 
OODUMOD
 
UOGIMOMO
 
DOM 
WOO  
BOBO@  
IMOU
 'IMMO
 
MOM  
°MOM
 
MOB 
UMMMOODWUMOMORO
 
QOM  
OMUOUR  
OBMO 
MOOG]  
ROM  
MOHO  
MID 
MOO 
OUIMMOOM
 
MONOMOU
 
MOOD 
ODHOO
 
MOO  
MOO 
OPIUM! 
BODO 
MOOD 
O011100  
MOO 
CO I 996 
Ur,  r r ea u 
uhmv  
2 
Actress
 Potts 
31 Window 
3 Hymn 
of
 praise 
material 
4 
Prickly
 seeds 
33 
Annoys  
5 Hall-of-Famer
 34 
Summon up 
Mel - 
35 Bullfighters 
6 
To the - 
36 Coffee server 
degree 
38 Morsel 
7 
"Golly!"  
40 Dove's 
home
 
8 Trying 
41
 
Hurried
 
experience 
43
 Daisy - 
9 
Went off the
 46 
And  so on 
deep end 
abbr
 
10 
Sagas  
47 Look 
through
 a 
11 
Lobby  
bookstore
 
12 A Gershwin
 
49
 Citrus fruits 
13 - Vegas 
51 
Hairdo 
18 Nemo and 
52 Rajahs' 
Unser
 
wives
 
22 Greek letter
 
53 Sidestep 
24 "- 
Eyre" 
54 Salt's pal
 
25 Colorado 
56 
Reasonable  
Indians
 
57 
Deities
 
26 Pop 
58 Snake 
28 
Caesar's  
59 -- Grande 
tongue
 
61 One
 day 
29 Fertile 
spots  in 
time
 
the 
desert 
62 Give it the gas 
30 
Shed
 tears 
63 Quilling - 
MEM  
MINIM
 
MIMI  
MIMI 
MM.  
NEM 
IIIII"MINIII"
 
MOM 
Mild=  
illEdd
 
MMINIMEMM
 
NNE= 
MENEM
 
MEMEMME  
MUM
 
MOIMMEMMII  
NOM 
MMEMMINI  
=MN  
MIMI  
MINN 
MIMEO  MOM
 
MOM 
MMEMMIMOM
 
MOM= 
MEM
 MEM 
MIME 
dMIIMM 
MUM 
8 
San Jo 
Wednsday,  
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30, 
1997
 
se 
State
 
University
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
PHOTOS 
By
 BRENNA 
JENNISON 
 SPARTAN 
DAILY 
Accounting  
major  David 
Boeker and 
Finance 
major  David 
Kimball  
donated
 a pint of 
blood each 
Tuesday  at 
the  Loma 
Prieto  Room in 
the Student
 Union 
for the 
Arnold  Air 
Society
 along 
with  the 
Stanford
 Blood 
Center.  
Participants 
In
 this week's blood 
drive were treated 
to cookies, pretzels,
 ice cream 
and juice after donating
 a pint of blood. 
There
 
was  .1 calm scene in the 
'student Union's Loma
 
I'11: 1.1 ROOM IlleSday 
as
 scv-
,1.11  rellt 14111S SIIICICIIIS waited to 
t11,11.11e their
 11100t1 to the Stanford 
Blood t enter 
I ).tioel t I.IV All
 it 
,minting  
major 
was "Ile 4,1 the
 students who donat-
ed his 
blood kir the 
drive-.  As he 
dined on the 
,omplimentary  took -
is,
 rim e .111,1 It t. t 1T.1111 he explained 
how it k1e111 
"It ti11111 1 hurt at all," Clay said. 
Itht a 
slight  1+111, h." 
Although the erowd was
 rather 
sparse, 
the students there were 
,ittlittstastie 
-It's tor
 a good , Anse," ( :lay 
said. 
I hgeire I have 
enough  to spare." 
I V11 
ilIldellls  
Under  the 
needle
 
had dilletent reasons 
lor donat mg. 
I 1.1v1,1 
Ito, 
kei,  .1 
business  
major  
was
 pit 
iii
 
'paling  10 VIII points
 
for
 
I 
)Ata
 
Sigma Pi a 
iii
 
ed prIlICS,101111
 
business fraternity 
be belongs to. 
Nicker explained that Delta
 Sigma 
Pi helped put 
out  fliers and those 
who weren't giving 
blood  helped to 
set up 
for the drive.
 
David  Kimball who was also 
donatirig at the time said 
that a co-
worker who donates Wit e a month 
put  the idea in his head. 
"It's been in the back 
of my 
mind and I had 
nothing no do 
today," Kimball said. 
It is the second time 
this  semes-
ter that the 
Stanford Blood Center 
was on 
campus.
 The event was 
sponsored by the Arnold Air 
Society  
whit h ROTC 
organization.  
Vice :ommander Sadie Johnson 
said that 
the event has become a tra-
dition. 
IOWeVer, the 1111710M was not as 
big is they expected. 
"It's been kind of slow," Johnson 
said. "It's really important
 but peo 
TEXT BY LARRY HERNANDEZ  
Students
 
contribute
 
to 
Stanford
 
Blood  
Bank  
pie have
 to go to 
lass." 
Students 
who wanted to donate 
blood were required to go through a 
screening 
process
 to determine if 
they were eligible to donate. The
 
screening 
was the longest part  of the 
process. If they 
passed  the screening 
the students then laid 
down on one 
of the five cushioned tables to 
donate their blood. 
"The whole 
thing only took 
about it half-hour," Clay said. 
"But  
the actual blood 
taking only took 
ten minutes." 
Carol Weinrich, a registered 
nurse with the 
Stanford  Blood 
Center explained 
that
 there is a con-
stant need for blood. Blood 
supplies  
are needed for emergency transfu-
sions,
 and for transplant patients. 
Weinrich explained that the 
average
 blood drive usually collects 
over 30 pints. 
"Usually we don't go out unless 
we feel we will gel over 30 units," 
Weinrich said. "We were hoping to 
get about 80 units, but it doesn't 
look 
like
 we'll get it." 
All types of blood are needed 
because the
 more common the 
blood type the more of it is used. 
Weinrich also addressed concerns 
about 
obtaining
 disease from giving 
blood.
 
"There is no way of getting any-
thing because everything is sterile 
and disposable," Weinrich said. 
"The only thing you can get is a 
good feelinF that you've
 saved 
someone's life." 
The Stanford Blood Center visits 
Bay Area schools and businesses in 
order to build up the 
supply. 
Weinrich said students who 
couldn't donate yesterday can make 
an appointment by calling the 
Stanfind Blood 
Center
 at 
MI5)
 
'23-7831. 
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rWhat
 is the 
second
 largest 
daily
 
newspaper
 
in Santa
 Clara
 
County?  
tte: 
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TruGreen  
< 
ChemLawn 
The 
Nation's
 
Largest  Lawn Care 
Company 
is now 
hiring!! 
IF YOU 
ARE  AT 
LEAST  21 
YEARS 
OF
 AGE 
HAVE
 
ACCESS
 TO 
A VEHICLE
 
WILL 
PASS A 
MOTOR 
VEHICLE 
REPORT 
WE HAVE
 AN 
EXCELLENT
 
OPPORTUNITY
 JUST 
FOR 
YOU  !! 
TruGreen
 
.,Chemlawn
 a 
Division  of 
ServicMaster  
is a 
leader among
 Fortune 
500 
companies
 
YOU WILL FIND:
 
Excellent
 
CAREER  
opportunities
 
Great 
benefits pkg 
for full time 
employees  
401k/Share  
purchase
 plans 
paid training 
We are now hiring for: 
LANDSCAPE  ESTIMATORS
 
HOURS, FLEXIBLE 
$8.00/HOUR
 
 WE 
WILL  TRAIN THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE
 " 
(must 
be able to meet minimum job 
requirements,  call 
for more information) 
1015  E. 
Brokaw  Rd. 
Ste.  A 
San  Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 
441-1682  
Michelle 
Shaner or Jim Angel 
Drill
 
instructor
 
convicted
 
of
 
raping
 
trainees
 
ABERDEEN
 
PROVING
 
GROUND,
 
Md.  
(AP)
  
A 
military
 
jury
 
convicted  
a 
former  
Army  
drill 
instructor
 today
 of 
raping  
six  
trainees
 
in the 
most 
serious 
case 
arising  
from  a 
sex 
scandal  
that  
has
 spread
 to 
U.S.  
bases
 
worldwide.
 
The 
jury,  
which  
deliberated
 
31
 
hours 
over  five 
days, 
convicted  
Staff 
Sgt.
 Delmar
 G. 
Simpson  
on 18 
of
 the 
19 rape 
counts
 he faced,
 as 
well  as 
other  
counts
 of 
sexual  
misconduct.  
He 
could  be 
sentenced
 to 
life
 in 
prison.  
Court-martial
 
rules 
required  
four  of 
the 
six  
jurors
 to 
agree  
on 
any 
guilty
 verdict.
 
The  
breakdown
 
was 
not released. 
The 
military  
jury 
of
 three 
white 
men, 
two 
black 
men  and 
one 
white  
woman,  
all  
of 
superior  
rank,  
still  
must 
decide 
Simpson's
 
sentence,  
which 
they 
will do 
after 
hearing 
addi-
tional
 
testimony.
 
That 
phase 
of the
 
hearing 
is to 
begin 
Monday
 
after  
the 
judge 
granted
 a 
1 
 4111101100211111111111 
"'l 
believe
 
this
 
verdict  
is an 
attack
 on 
the 
leadership
 
of 
the  
African
-
American  
male."
 
 Janice Grant,
 
NAACP official 
defense
 
request  
for  
more
 time to 
prepare. 
"We are 
all satisfied 
that due 
process is 
continuing 
along.  We are 
hoping
 for a 
speedy
 conclusion
 to all 
this," said 
Lt. Col,  
Gabriel
 Riesco, 
chief of staff 
for the 
Ordnance
 Center 
and
 School where
 Simpson 
worked.  
"I 
just
 want to 
emphasize
 that we 
are 
continuing  with 
our quest to 
process 
all cases 
expeditiously  and 
continue to 
investigate  the 
causes," 
Riesco
 said. 
In all, 
Simpson
 faced 54 
counts.  He 
was found 
guilty
 as charged 
on
 43 of 
them,  including 
18
 rape counts; 
inno-
cent of seven
 counts; and 
guilty  of less-
er 
offenses in 
the  other 
four
 counts. 
Those four
 included the 
19th  rape 
count in 
which  he was 
acquitted
 of rape 
but found 
guilty  of indecent 
assault.  
Simpson  already 
faces  up to 32 
years
 
its prison for 
admitting  to 
consensual
 
sex with 11 trainees,
 a violation of 
Army 
rules, and to five 
other  charges. 
Among
 the women 
whom  Simpson 
was convicted 
of
 raping were a 
21
-year -
old private
 who said she 
endured
 the 
abuse because 
she  wanted to get 
pro-
moted,  and a 23 -year
-old
 private who 
said she was
 
raped eight times
 during 
her first 
month  of 
training.
 
The 
23 -year
-old 
described
 
feeling
 
like 
a 
puppet
 
as
 
Simpson
 ordered 
her 
to 
have  sex 
in
 his 
office,  
empty  
barrack
 
rooms 
and 
his  off
-base  
apartment.
 
One 
of 
Simpson's
 
accusers  
testified  
that
 he 
and 
another  
sergeant
 
were
 
rumored
 to 
be
 in 
competition
 
over  
who 
could  
have 
sex  
with
 more
 
trainees.
 
Defense
 
lawyers
 
contended
 
the 
women 
willingly
 had 
sex 
with  
Simpson
  
some 
in
 hopes 
of 
getting
 
favorable
 treatment
  
then 
falsely 
accused
 him of 
rape
 to 
avoid
 
prosecu-
tion for 
having sex
 with 
their  
comman-
der. 
Defense  
witnesses
 
said two
 of the accusers 
were
 frequent 
liars who 
confided 
a desire to 
have sex with Simpson. 
"All the women
 
who said they were 
raped were lying," 
defense  attorney 
Frank J. Spinner said. 
Prosecutors 
pre-
sented no 
physical  evi-
dence of 
rape. 
The problems at 
Aberdeen 
prompted  a 
probe of sexual mis-
conduct at Army bases 
worldwide,
 resulting 
in a scandal
 that Army Secretary 
Togo D. West Jr. has called "the 
worst we've seen." 
In all, 12 
people at Aberdeen were 
charged
 with misconduct. Of the
 four 
cases 
previously  resolved, 
no 
Aberdeen staff 
members  were con-
victed
 of forcing subordinates
 to have 
SCX. 
All Aberdeen 
soldiers
 charged are 
black while 
most of their accusers are 
white, a pattern that 
spurred  accusa-
tions of 
racism
 by some. 
At a 
March  news conference called 
by a local 
official  of the 
National
 
Association
 for the 
Advancement
 of 
Colored 
People,  five women 
Army  
recruits
 said military investigators
 
tried to 
pressure them 
into
 claiming 
they  were raped by 
superiors. The 
women,
 none of whom who 
was 
involved in Simpson's
 case, said they 
never 
made rape accusations. 
"I believe this 
verdict  is an attack 
on the 
leadership of 
the African-
Amerisan
 male," the 
local NAACP 
official,
 Janice Grant. 
Military 
law States 
that  physical 
force
 isn't required
 to prove 
rape; 
"constructive
 
force,"  
including  
threats 
or 
intimidation,
 is 
sufficient.  
It
 
keeps  
more  
than
 
memories
 
alive.
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Tired  of 
AT&T's
 high 
rates?
 
Take  30% 
to
 50% off 
your long 
distance  
phone  bill. 
Call 
Steve  ki) 
947-7877
 today! 
explore
 
the  
wort&
 
folios
 
MEOPYavel 
2486 Channing Way 
Berkeley 
Tel : 510-848-8604 
Spectacular
 
Savings!
 
Come 
into
 the bookstore for 
incredible
 
savings
 on 
CLOTHING,  
JEWELRY
 and
 
ACCESSORIES
 
Discounts  from 
30% to 50% All 
sales final 
SPARTAN
 
B 
OOKSTORE  
SPARTAN 
SHOPS 
 CIatIII. 1111.1.P.1. COMP0411014 
Watch for
 our DollarDaze
 
sale -Central 
Plaza
-May 5-9 
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